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WELCOME
MESSAGES
CITY OF eTHEKWINI
I am pleased to welcome delegates from the South African
automotive industry to our award-winning City of Durban, which
is also home to Toyota and a significant number of suppliers into
local, national and international vehicle production markets.
EThekwini Municipality recognises that the automotive industry
is an important sector that generates significant economic and
social benefits for the City and its citizens. As the most significant
contributor to the local manufacturing sector, it plays an
instrumental role in providing good jobs and upskilling employees.
Moreover, it is an important sector for technology transfer into
the country that provides significant export earnings and has
the potential to act as a key pillar in the transformation of our
country.
We are excited by the partnership between the Durban
Automotive Cluster (DAC) which is mandated to support
and develop industry locally and the National Association of
Automobile Component and Allied Manufacturers (NAACAM) and
are proud to host this inaugural NAACAM Show, incorporating
the DAC’s National Localisation Indaba at our iconic Inkosi Albert
Luthuli International Convention Centre.
I am confident that this show will arm local role players with vital
intelligence and strategies on how to take the sector forward and
also create business linkages for future collaboration.
I wish you all a fruitful and memorable stay in our warmest and most
beautiful City and I humbly urge all of you to take the time out after
the show and enjoy our numerous attractions.
EThekwini is indeed a “City in Motion”!!!!
Yours sincerely
Zandile Gumede
Mayor of eThekwini

www.naacamshow.co.za
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NAACAM
It is my pleasure to welcome you to the inaugural
NAACAM Show.
As South Africa’s first supplier owned and driven
profiling initiative, the NAACAM Show is intended
to be the premier value chain showcase, trading
and networking platform for automotive component
manufacturers, their customers, suppliers and industry
stakeholders in the country.
This first iteration is being delivered in partnership
with the Durban Automotive Cluster’s (DAC) National
Localisation Indaba.
NAACAM takes very seriously the need to align with the
wider objectives and parameters of government support
in this sector and delegates will notice a significant
emphasis on localisation and black supplier development
themes running through the course of the Show
activities.
It is my belief that these two areas will be major
determinants of the sustainability and growth of this
valuable manufacturing sector in years to come.
Similarly the conference element of the NAACAM Show
is intended to be a knowledge intensive platform for all
industry stakeholders to reflect and learn on these and a
host of other pertinent issues relevant to SA automotive
manufacturing.
On behalf of the National Association of Automotive
Component and Allied Manufacturers of South Africa,
I wish all participants fruitful engagement and congratulate
you on being part of this exciting project.
Dave Coffey
President
National Association of Automotive Component
and Allied Manufacturers of South Africa
(NAACAM)
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NAACAM
At its core NAACAM remains a member driven association
which exists to advance the interests of automotive
component manufacturers whilst simultaneously developing a
value added package of services to these members.
It was within this context that the NAACAM Show,
incorporating the DAC National Localisation Indaba, found its
roots. To be the premier showcase and content rich event of
the automotive manufacturing value chain in SA.
To this extent we recognise and appreciate the participation
and input of members, sponsors and industry partners, across
both the private and public sectors in SA.
The NAACAM Show provides a rare occasion for those involved
or linked to the chain of automotive component manufacturing
to gather together and build the kind of linkages and share
experiential learnings which are globally proven to drive
growth and competitiveness in the sector.
Outside of the well-crafted conference programme this year’s
show will encompass an exhibition featuring a broad spectrum
of current and potential industry participants.
Other key elements include the buyer-supplier meetings, fully
subscribed learning tours and valuable networking events.
Exciting differentiators to similar previous such initiatives include this
year’s OEM localisation/purchasing focused stands as well as the full
catalytic converter value chain exhibit.
Add to this the various sponsored emerging, black owned participants and
the show’s organisers believe a package will be delivered that is a practical
tool, amongst others, to fuel the competitiveness improvement and supplier
enhancement objectives inherent in the sector’s growth trajectory.
I look forward to engaging with you all over the coming days.
Renai Moothilal
Executive Director
NAACAM

www.naacamshow.co.za
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DURBAN AUTOMOTIVE
CLUSTER
The Durban Automotive Cluster (DAC) partnered with The
National Association of Automobile Component and Allied
Manufacturers (NAACAM) in early 2016 to create and deliver
this flagship event focused on facilitating localisation linkages
and other industry-critical outcomes. Not only is this event
a first for the industry in South Africa, it will provide Durban
Automotive Cluster Members and the Industry as a whole with
unparalleled profile and localisation linkage opportunities.
Suffice to say, just twelve months later, as I write this, the
inaugural NAACAM Show incorporating the Durban Automotive
Cluster’s National Localisation Indaba is a reality. An incredible
line-up of speakers is arranged for the conference, sharing
insight on the key themes that will determine the future success
of the local manufacturing industry.
The exhibition hall is near sold out. Hosting OEMs, Tier 1’s, Tier
2’s, service providers and stakeholders who will display a broad
range of locally made products and collectively demonstrate the
significance of this industry. A pleasing number of these firms
are Tier 2 suppliers and many are black-owned. Thanks and
recognition must go to a number of the OEMs who have made
this possible.
A key focus of the Durban Automotive Cluster is the buyer-supplier
meetings to facilitate localisation linkages which are undertaken in
private meeting rooms throughout the Show. Buyers who have identified
imported components that they believe can be localised are matched with
suppliers who have the associated product and/or process capabilities to
locally produce these imported components.
These meetings may soon bear fruit or start the development of
relationships that will be realised commercially at the next model cycle
or beyond. Increased localisation levels are a key driver for the Durban
Automotive Cluster and we are confident this methodology will benefit
the broader industry that we welcome to Durban.
It seems that at any point the local automotive industry is at a cross roads.
However, there is now, amongst others, the important matter of the Automotive
Masterplan that determines the roadmap for the sector until 2035. So it is
critical that the industry must unite and show its significance.
I am confident that the needs identified by the Durban Automotive Cluster
and the National Association of Automobile Component and Allied Manufacturers
have been delivered upon and I wish all delegates, exhibitors and visitors well in their
learning, interaction and negotiation.
In closing, I would like to thank the many supporters of this Show, notably the
Department of Trade and Industry and the eThekwini Municipality whose support has
been significant. To the team from the National Association of
Automobile Component and Allied Manufacturers a very big thank you for
your ongoing collaboration. I would also like to thank the Steering Committee
members who have generously given their time in the development of
this initiative.
Andrew Velleman
Durban Automotive Cluster
Chairman
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ASCCI
We would like to welcome each of you to the 2017 NAACAM Show.
South Africa is a small automotive producing country and one that
faces numerous obstacles to competing globally. With this comes
the necessity for industry to come together collectively to challenge
the status quo and actively pursue opportunities to advance the
industry’s competitiveness agenda.
The NAACAM Show represents an important opportunity for this.
An excellent conference line up provides the chance for you to step
back from your day-to-day operations and develop the strategic
insights that will allow you to think differently about your own
business and competitiveness challenges.
The extensive line-up of buyer-supplier linkage meetings serves to
introduce new supply opportunities that will support the deepening
of our local automotive supply base and advance localisation.
The exhibition of black owned suppliers will expose potential buyers
to the capabilities of these important firms in the supply base with
the view to introducing them into the value chain.
In this regard, the NAACAM Show speaks directly to ASCCI’s own
objective of advancing the competitiveness of the South African
automotive industry, thereby supporting industry growth, creating
employment, and progressing transformation.
We hope that your participation is a rich experience.
Alex Holmes
Chairperson
Automotive Supply Chain Competitiveness Initiative (ASCCI)

www.naacamshow.co.za
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Henkel

Global leader in adhesive, sealant and functional coatings
Sealing
& Coating

Assembly
Adhesives

Engineering
Adhesives

Acoustic &
Structurals

Surface
Treatment

INFORMATION DESK
VENUE
Located adjacent to the event registration desk.
DATE & TIME
Wednesday, 5 April 07h00 - 17h30
Thursday, 6 April 07h00 - 17h30
ASSISTANCE
If you have any queries please visit the Information Desk.
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Cleaners &
Lubricants

HEAD OFFICE
merSETA House,
95 7th Avenue,
Cnr Rustenburg Road
Melville
Johannesburg, 2092
Tel: 010 219 3000
Fax: 086 673 0017
EASTERN CAPE
14-20 Pickering Street
Newton Park,
Port Elizabeth, 6045
Tel: 0861 637 734
Fax: 041 363 0144
GAUTENG SOUTH
merSETA House,
95 7th Avenue,
Cnr Rustenburg Road
Melville
Johannesburg, 2092
Tel: 010 219 3000
Fax: 086 673 0017
GAUTENG NORTH &
NORTH WEST
Automotive Supplier Park,
30 Helium Road
Rosslyn Ext. 2
Pretoria, 0200

“PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE”

Tel: 0861 637 731
Fax: 0866 700299
FREE STATE &
NORTHERN CAPE
46 Second Avenue
Westdene
Bloemfontein, 9300
9b Roper Street
Kimberley, 8301
Tel: 0861 637 733
Fax: 051 447 8873

The merSETA is the Manufacturing, Engineering and Related Services Sector Education
and Training Authority, established through the Skills Development Act of 1998 (as
amended). The merSETA facilitates skills development in the following sub-sectors:
Metal and Engineering, Auto Manufacturing, Motor Retail and Components
Manufacturing, New Tyre Manufacturing and Plastics Manufacturing.

VISION

KWAZULU-N ATAL
149 Essenwood,
149 Stephen Dlamini Road
Musgrave
Durban, 4001
Tel: 086 163 7736
Fax: 031 201 8732
LIMPOPO &
MPUMALANGA
1st Floor, No.8 Corridor Crescent
Route N4 Business Park
Ben Fleur Ext 11,
Witbank, 1040
Tel: 0861 637 735
Fax: 013 656 4629

Leaders in closing the skills gap

WESTERN CAPE

MISSION

To increase access to high quality and relevant skills development and training
opportunities to support economic growth in order to reduce inequalities and
unemployment and to promote employability and participation in the economy.

w www.merseta.org.za

merSETA Social

@mersetasocial

LEADERS IN CLOSING THE SKILLS GAP
www.naacamshow.co.za

Bella Rosa Road,
Bellville, 7530
Tel: 0861 637 732
Fax: 021 914 8131
CALL CENTRE
Tel: 086 163 7732
info@merseta.org.za
www.merseta.org.za
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ABOUT
NAACAM
NAACAM is the authoritative voice of South African auto
component manufacturers.
There are more than 160 national NAACAM member companies with 225 regional manufacturing sites. This
includes 130 manufacturing members and 32 associate members who provide a wide range of services to the
manufacturing community.
Amongst NAACAM manufacturing members, 110 supply to the OEMs (for car assembly operations as well as for
the OEM aftermarket needs) and to the independent aftermarket. The balance are Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers.
NAACAM has full representation of major export component sub-sectors such as catalytic converters and tyre
manufacturing. Three-quarters of South African main Tier 1 manufacturers are NAACAM members.
The estimated employment of the component manufacturing sector at the end of 2016 was 82,000. This figure is
made up as follows:
• NAACAM members: 56,125
• Included in the 56,125
• Tyre manufacturers: 5,600
• Catalytic converters: 5,000
• Other: 25,875
In 2016, NAACAM members’ annual sales were an estimated R59 billion. The total turnover of the entire
component manufacturing sector is estimated at R84 billion.
Wide-ranging NAACAM services include:
• Representation with government and other automotive sector stakeholders on the formulation of policy and
other macro environment issues.
• Influence on many initiatives, such as Base Operating Standards, World Class Manufacturing, increased
localisation of components, trade promotion, competitiveness issues, international benchmarks, etc. under the
umbrella of the Automotive Supply Chain Competitiveness Initiative (ASCCI).
• Profile Building and PR development that stimulates public and wider stakeholder interest in the autos
components subsector.
• Regular promotion of members’ capabilities and related achievements through the annual NAACAM directory,
the website and the bimonthly newsletter.
• Market Development Activities.
• The hosting of inter sector and OEM linked networking events domestically
• Access to a large international network of contacts.
• Best practice education and advice for members on a range of topical regulatory issues
• Support and assistance with the presentation of applications for increased/decreased tariff protection, the
introduction of rebate facilities and import/export registration.
• Statistical data and indications of business and economic trends and future expectations to assist with forward
planning.
For more information please log onto www.naacam.co.za
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IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE
THAT ALWAYS COUNTS

Finlam Automotive is Africa’s most diversified and technologically
advanced Automotive Textile and Foam Laminator.
With over 20 years’ experience our integrated lamination, coating and
logistical services are what differentiates us as a key tier I and tier II
player in the automotive supply chain.
Our modern, state-of-the-art quality systems ensure that we are able to meet
and surpass the stringent requirements of all automotive programmes and
OEM specications. Finlam is ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO/TS 16949 certied.
Finlam continues to advance in the automotive industry through continual
improvement (Kaizen) projects, localisation programmes and Value Analysis/
Value Engineering (VA/VE) programmes, whilst always being able to maintain
our cost competitiveness and excellent customer-focused relationships.
Finlam is recognised and respected within the industry due to our
vast experience, advanced technological development programmes

The Automotive Industr y’s Finest

and intellectual capital.

Seat Inserts | Bolsters | Head Rests | Head Liners | Door Panels | Arm Rest | Airbag Lamination

www.naacamshow.co.za
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THE NATIONAL
LOCALISATION
INDABA
The National Localisation Indaba was developed by the Durban
Automotive Cluster in 2013 as a practical mechanism to drive
increased levels of localisation in the automotive manufacturing
industry.
It was delivered subsequently in 2014 and 2015 at increasing scale. In partnership with the NAACAM Show 2017 it
aims to make an increasingly significant impact on localisation levels.
The National Localisation Indaba is delivered through three complimentary mechanisms at the NAACAM Show 2017:

Conference sessions
• The four key role players: OEM, Supplier, Government and Labour leaders present and debate the actions they
need to take to increase localisation levels
• Firm leaders share their own localisation case study successes as inspiration for gathered colleagues

Exhibition
• Firms display currently imported components that they would like to localise so potential suppliers can view these
components and identify localisation opportunities
• Suppliers can demonstrate their product and process technologies to gathered buyers

Buyer-Supplier Linkage meetings
Pre-arranged meetings are facilitated between OEMs, Tier 1s, Tier 2s and Tier 3s. The DAC secures information on
localisation opportunities from interested buyers’. It then sources local suppliers with the appropriate corresponding
product and process capabilities to meet this demand. The meetings arranged are therefore opportunity-led by
buyers with high levels of interest in localising. This leads to higher quality meetings with improved outcomes over
being driven by supplier capabilities.
These meetings take place in private meeting rooms throughout the duration of the NAACAM Show. They are
facilitated free of charge to all SA domiciled manufacturers and buyers who are registered to attend the NAACAM
Show incorporating the DAC National Localisation Indaba.

The National Localisation Indaba aims to promote location
priorities at three levels:
• Deepen through new capability (New local content to SA)
• Broaden through increased use of existing capability (Build on existing local content)
• Retain local content through process upgrading

12
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THE DURBAN
AUTOMOTIVE
CLUSTER
Established fifteen years ago, the DAC is a public-private
partnership (PPP) between the eThekwini Municipality and the
automotive manufacturing industry in the eThekwini Municipal
Area, represented by over 40 companies collectively employing
approximately 17,000 people.
Vision, Mission and Objectives
The vision for the cluster is to focus on the promotion of the growth and competitiveness of the KZN automotive
manufacturing sector. The mission is to establish mutual competitive advantages and help the sector overcome
generic challenges.
The overarching objective of the DAC was affirmed as one of growing the local Manufacturing Value Addition (MVA)
by 100% in real terms between 2012 and 2020. The DAC’s focus on MVA growth is seen as central to enabling
sustainable growth in employment and investment. The DAC’s intent is consistent with National Government’s
objectives relating to the sector and the DAC aligns with the strategies and activities of the Automotive Supply
Chain Competitiveness Initiative (ASCCI).

Strategic priorities
It is acknowledged that cost competitiveness is the prerequisite for MVA growth, and that this needs to be attained
through a focus on two foundational strategy priorities, (enabling infrastructure and competitive materials), and
four strategic pillars, (access to scale, access to technology, operating efficiencies and competitive skills). Notably,
transformation has been identified as a cross-cutting priority to be incorporated into each of these strategic
priorities.
The DAC’s programmatic content is aligned with the following three strategic focus areas which are viewed as
being core to attaining local growth and increased cost competitiveness in the KZN automotive industry:
• Manufacturing Excellence
• Skills Development
• Growth and Localisation

Governance
The operating model entails industry contributing technical and management expertise to focused Technical
Steering Committees (TSCs), with these TSCs then in turn reporting into an Executive Committee comprising both
industry and local government representatives.

www.naacamshow.co.za
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Key facts and numbers
Key facts and numbers relating to the DAC are detailed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Represents 90% of automotive manufacturing activity in KwaZulu-Natal
Over 17,000 people employed by member firms
R3.5m annual expenditure in 2016
R5m funding generated for localisation investment in new processes
Approximately 50% of funding is leveraged from sources other than the eThekwini Municipality
40 member firms
Over 90% average assessment rating for workshop related activities
Over 90 emerging managers have completed the DAC Management Development programme for the
automotive industry with University of Stellenbosch Business School.
55 team leaders trained through the merSETA accredited TRACE Programme
Established in 2002 and hence over 14 years in existence
14 successive years of unqualified financial audits
Recognised as exemplar of clustering by national and international government bodies

KZN based automotive component manufacturing firms not
already members are encouraged to join the DAC to benefit from
the significant support offered.
Contact information
For queries related to the DAC, please contact:
Tel: +27 (0)31 764 6100
Email: dac@bmanalysts.com
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EVENT
OVERVIEW
THE NAACAM SHOW, hosted by the National Association of
Automotive Component and Allied Manufacturers of South Africa
(NAACAM) and aligned with the South African government’s
vision for economic growth is the authoritative trading and
networking platform for automotive component manufacturers,
their suppliers and industry stakeholders in South Africa.
In partnership with the Durban Automotive Cluster (DAC) and the National Localisation Indaba, it provides South
African component suppliers the opportunity to demonstrate their capabilities, network and do business with
local and foreign, existing and potential customers. It provides buyers with the opportunity to communicate their
localisation needs and source automotive products from world class component manufacturers. The Conference
will host leading speakers and panellists talking on issues critical to industry performance and development, with
industry members sharing on their localisation and operational challenges and successes.

TRADE SHOW

TRADE SHOW

www.naacamshow.co.za
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MAP OF
DURBAN ICC

Buyer-Supplier meetings in
room 11 on ground floor

Conference Delegate
Lunch Area
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Since its inception in 1997, the South African Automotive Benchmarking Club (SAABC) has achieved considerable
success by providing tangible interventions to facilitate the economic development of the automotive sector.
As the economic and competitive pressures rise for local manufacturers, the SAABC has been responsible for
providing support for growth in this sector. The SAABC supports the South African automotive component
manufacturing industry to achieve World Class Manufacturing levels through firm-level benchmarking and
clustering activities. It receives support from suppliers in all major automotive manufacturing locations in the
country as well as five OEMs; access to benchmarking data from North America, the European Union, India and
more recently South East Asia; and access to world class benchmarking methodology.
The SAABC will continue to advance the competitiveness of the South African automotive industry.
Join the SAABC and gain key insights and support towards improving your
competitiveness and supporting your growth

+27 (0)31 764 6100
saabc@bmanalysts.com
www.benchmarking.co.za
www.naacamshow.co.za
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CONFERENCE &
PROGRAMME
DATE: WEDNESDAY 5 - THURSDAY 6 APRIL 2017
TIME: 08H30 - 17H15
VENUE: DURBAN ICC HALL 1A & 1B
PARKING: UNDERGROUND PARKING AVAILABLE
The Conference runs over two full days. Each day consists of both plenary and break away sessions.
All Conference delegates are invited to attend the Networking Function at 5.15pm on Day 1 (Wednesday).
All presentations - after permission is received from speakers - will be uploaded to www.naacamshow.co.za within
a week of the event.
Underground parking is free to all conference delegates.
Wi-fi is available at no charge to all delegates in the Conference and Exhibition.

To access wi-fi use the password durban1CC.

www.naacamshow.co.za
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME DAY 1
Wednesday 5 April
7:008:15

Arrival & Registration

8:3010:00

Opening Plenary
NAACAM President: Dave Coffey - Welcome
eThekwini Mayor: Councillor Zandile Gumede – Welcome Address
Department of Trade and Industry: Minister Rob Davies - Keynote Address

10:0010:40

Tea break, networking in exhibition area

10:4512:45

Manufacturing best practices
Session Facilitator: Automotive Supply Chain
Competitiveness Initiative Facilitator: Julia
Wedgewood

Session Facilitator: UKZN Mechanical
Engineering Department Head: Prof Glen Bright

TP: Lean Institute Africa: Emeritus Prof
Norman Faull
CS: LUK MD: Marshal Myburgh
CS: Mercedes Benz SA Divisional Manager
Assembly: Gladstone Mtyoko
PD: Norman Faull, Marshal Myburgh,
Gladstone Mtyoko

TP: Frost & Sullivan Head Automotive &
Transportation Practice: Sarwant Singh
TP: KPMG Global Chair Automotive Practice:
Dieter Becker
PD: Sarwant Singh, VW SA MD:
Thomas Schaefer, Dieter Becker, Metair MD:
Theo Loock

12:4514:10

Lunch break (sponsored by SASFIN) in exhibition area
Black supplier development

Policy developments and their implications

Session Facilitator: Aurik Enterprise
Development Director: Pavlo Phitidis

Session Facilitator: Economic Development
Consultant: Glen Robbins

TP: NAACAM President: Dave Coffey
CS: OEM Purchasing Council Chair:
John Astbury
PD: Automotive Industry Development Centre
CEO: Dr David Masondo, John Astbury, DTI DDG
Development Incentive Administration Division:
Malebo Mabitje-Thompson, Dave Coffey

TP: Automotive Masterplan Lead:
Dr Justin Barnes
PD: Dr Justin Barnes, SP Metal Forgings MD:
Ken Manners, Toyota SA President and CEO:
Andrew Kirby, NUMSA General Secretary: Irvin
Jim

Transformation: best practice in motion

National Localisation Indaba

Session Facilitator: Trade and Investment KZN
CEO: Zamo Gwala

Session Facilitator: NAACAM Executive Director:
Renai Moothilal

CS: Enterprise Development - Sumitomo Rubber
Industries CEO: Riaz Haffejee
CS: Ownership – Pasdec CEO/MD: Kevin Pather
CS: Enterprise Development - Filpro Managing
Director: Mboneni Magada

TP: Volkswagen SA Head of Purchasing: Tom
Loafman
TP: NAACAM PE Chairperson: Andy Dealtry
TP: National Union of Metalworkers of South
Africa Strategic Support to the General
Secretary: Neo Bodibe
TP: DTI Chief Director Autos: Mkhululi Mlota
PD: Tom Loafman, Andy Dealtry, Mkhululi Mlota,
Neo Bodibe

14:1515:45

15:4517:15

The future of the auto: alternative fuel
sources and beyond

Networking function hosted by eThekwini and NAACAM in exhibition area

17:15

Technical Presentation: TP

20

Case study: CS

Panel discussion: PD

www.naacamshow.co.za

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME DAY 2
Thursday 6 April
7:008:15

Arrival & Registration

8:309:30

Opening Plenary
Durban Automotive Cluster Chairperson: Andrew Velleman - Welcome
Economic Development Department: Minister Ebrahim Patel – Keynote Address

9:3010:10

Tea break, networking in exhibition area

10:1511:45

Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Session Facilitator: Grindrod Freight Services CEO: Bongiwe Ntuli
TP: Transnet Chief Customer Officer: Mike Fanucchi
CS: Nissan South Africa & Head of SCM and Engineering: Wayne le Roux
CS: Shatterprufe Sales & Marketing Director: Mike Ford
PD: Mike Fanucchi, Wayne le Roux, Mike Ford

11:4513:10
13:1514:45

14:4516:15

Lunch break in exhibition area
National Localisation Indaba

Tooling capability and development

Session facilitator: Durban Automotive Cluster
Chief Facilitator: Douglas Comrie

Session Facilitator: Gauteng Tooling Initiative
CEO: Henk Snyman

CS: TSAM Senior Vice President Manufacturing
Support Group: Nigel Ward
CS: Benteler Automotive Commercial Director:
Ralph Streitburger
CS: Hesto Harnesses MD: John Chandler
PD: Nigel Ward, Ralph Streitburger,
John Chandler, NAACAM President:
Dave Coffey

CS: CES President (Worldwide): N H Baek
CS: HellermannTyton Cluster Project Manager:
Chantelle Phillips
CS: Vangest/Moliporex CEO (Portugal):
Carlos de Oliveira
PD: N H Baek, Chantelle Phillips, Carlos de
Oliveira, TASA Gauteng Chairman:
Mickey Scheepers, Eastern Cape Tooling
Initiative: Peter Black, Think Tank Engineers
CEO: Vusi Mkhize

Trade on & with the African continent

Skills and the Autos sector

Session Facilitator: eThekwini Municipality Economic Development and Investment Promotion
Head: Shunnon Tulsiram

Session Facilitator: Siyakha CEO: Dionne Kerr

TP: Benchmarking & Manufacturing Analysts
MD: Douglas Comrie
CS: merSETA CEO: Dr Raymond Patel
TP: School of Economics, University of Cape
CS: MAHLE Behr Human Resources Executive:
Town: Professor Anthony Black
Ntsikie Mabona
CS: Metair MD: Theo Loock
PD: Professor Anthony Black, Theo Loock, Ford PD: merSETA Board member: Alex Mashilo, Dr
Raymond Patel, Douglas Comrie,
Motor Company Government Affairs Director, Sub
Ntsikie Maboda
Saharan Africa: Dhiren Vanmali

16:30

Closure in Exhibition area: NAACAM President: Dave Coffey & DAC Chairperson:
Andrew Velleman

www.naacamshow.co.za
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CONFERENCE THEMES/ DISCUSSIONS
Manufacturing best practise: Accelerating your lean journey
Many local component manufacturing firms are truly world class – and reap the associated rewards while there is a long tail of firms yet
to fully adopt fundamental lean practices. How can the slow-to-adopt make the leaps required to stay competitive? Are break-throughs
possible for the lean-leaders and what is their role in supporting those suppliers and peers grappling with the move from mass to lean
manufacture?

The future of the Automobile: Alternative Fuel Sources and
Beyond
The automobile, mechanical at its traditional roots, will need to compete in a digital world, driven by the concept of e-mobility, connectivity
and alternate fuels. This will impact on consumer preferences, vehicle design and manufacturing processes. How will this affect the global
automotive value chain and local suppliers in particular? When will data eclipse horsepower and what do local manufacturers need to do to
remain relevant in this rapidly and radically changing environment?

Black Supplier Development | Transformation: Best Practice in
Motion
Transformation: Balancing the nature of Global Automotive Value Chains and the fundamental need for increased local participation and
empowerment. The automotive industry’s contribution to the South African economy cannot be underestimated; directly and indirectly
creating significant value, large amounts of exports, supporting decent jobs and the development of vital skills. Its relative success achieved
with a significant level of state support places substantial pressure on the sector to address the complex and multifaceted challenge
of operating in a highly unequal society. With strong stakeholder support, skills and black-owned supplier development are important
opportunities for the industry to sustainably increase local participation and empowerment levels and deepen its positive societal
contribution.
This session is delivered in two parts - the first being a review of the efforts by strategies of government, organised industry and stakeholders
to support black supplier development and the second a series of practical case study presentations by firms who have proactively addressed
transformation as inspiration for gathered colleagues.

Policy Developments and Their Implications
The vision underpinning the post-2020 Automotive Master Plan, which will define the support to and trajectory of the sector, will be
presented by key stakeholders. The Masterplan is central to higher levels of investment and production, higher exports, deeper localisation
and expanded employment and transformation throughout the automotive supply chain. It deeply affects all business connected to
the automotive sector in South Africa. South African policy makers and industry stakeholders have analysed the successes, failures and
unintended consequences of the auto policy of international competitors, and in doing so framed an appropriate vision to take the sector to
2035.

National Localisation Indaba
Driven by a complex set of factors including scale, collaboration, policy, competitiveness, the local investment climate and rapidly shifting
production and consumption, a constant focus on localisation is imperative. Every model change presents a watershed moment that defines
progress or a loss of ground, increasingly difficult to recover given rapidly changing product and process technologies. Stakeholders, OEMs,
tier 1s and tier 2s grappling with this complex issue will share their successes and challenges as inspiration for gathered peers looking to
deepen and broaden levels of localisation.
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CONFERENCE THEMES/ DISCUSSIONS
Logistics and Supply Chain Management
The movement of automobiles, their component parts and the road infrastructure allowing consumers to use their purchases underpins
the success of a location as centre of automobile production and consumption. State involvement and influence over the underlying
infrastructure is significant the world over, but particularly in South Africa the state continues to exert substantial control over the trajectory
of the sector and thereby its many users. Co-operation between the private sector and state actors is crucial if innovative solutions that
minimize costs are to be developed.

Tooling: Capability and Development
With the launch of new vehicle models over the period 2016-2020 along with a drive for deeper localisation, SA’s OEMs are investing heavily,
in tooling specifically, creating a significant opportunity for local tooling providers. Despite many tooling solutions being largely imported
there are stand-out tool shops locally, able to compete internationally and demonstrate that tooling on an international best practice level
is possible locally, regardless of the restraints of the industrial environment. The continued expansion of these pockets of excellence will
revolutionise manufacturing in SA.

African Automotive Trade: Trade On & With the African Continent
Regional integration is an African priority and South Africa seeks to position itself optimally to capitalise on trade opportunities on the
fastest-growing continent, after Asia. Currently, only R34,6 billion or 11,6% of South Africa’s total automotive trade is conducted with African
neighbours, where ironically much of the future growth opportunity for auto, including truck and bus lies. Most successful automotive
industries in developing economies are located in a strong regional market; the opportunity lies in working as a region to unlock this
potential. Strategic barriers including infrastructure and trade policy matters are being creatively dealt with by many pioneering SA
brands that have realised the importance of urgency with respect to accessing the African opportunity and beating out market-hungry
international competitors.

Prioritising Skills for Automotive Manufacturing
The development of technical skills, and leadership, is essential within a highly competitive, increasingly sophisticated and dynamic global
landscape. This need, approached with an appropriate blend of global best practice and appreciation of the local context. More so it will
be the partnerships between industry and supporting stakeholders that will have to identify and nurture a skills base that can anchor the
country’s automotive manufacturing ambitions.

NAACAM
DURBAN
SHOW ICC 2017
SOUTH AFRICA’S AUTOMOTIVE
COMPONENT INITIATIVE
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Metair Managing Director
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KZN CEO
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Vusi Mkhize
Think Tank Engineers
CEO

Wayne le Roux
Nissan SA, Senior
Manager: Supply Chain
Engineering and Strategy

TRADE SHOW &
FLOOR PLAN
The Trade Show showcases the capability of the South African
Automotive Industry with the obvious emphasis on component
producers.
DATE: WEDNESDAY 5 - THURSDAY 6 APRIL 2017
TIME: 07H00 - 17H30
VENUE: DURBAN ICC
PARKING: PARKING AVAILABLE UNDERGROUND
This is a practical and tangible way for the sector to demonstrate to domestic and global stakeholders, the true
potential that exists in the SA supplier base and raise the profile of this sub sector.
Major themes of the show this year include Localisation as well as Black Supplier Development, both of which are
needed at a much higher quantum if the SA autos sector is to sustainably grow. Many OEM’s, agencies and larger
suppliers have supported black suppliers to participate in the exhibition as part of this priority.
The inaugural edition of the NAACAM Show will be remembered, among other reasons, for being fully subscribed
from an exhibition perspective, which is a strong indicator of the South African Automotive sector’s support for
these themes and its intent to be part of a movement towards inclusive growth.
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Exhibitor/visitor
catering area

BLACK
SUPPLIER
DEVELOPMENT
Automotive Sector Transformation Agenda Driven at NAACAM
Show
Increased participation by black owned suppliers in the country’s automotive sector and greater use of local
components are major themes of National Association of Automotive Component and Allied Manufacturers
(NAACAM) Show incorporating the Durban Automotive Cluster’s National Localisation Indaba.
NAACAM Executive Director Renai Moothilal said that working with its value chain partners, including the SA based
OEMs, the Department of Trade and Industry, and supporting agencies such as the AIDC, the NAACAM Show
would be a practical tool to progress these issues.
Besides an exhibition focus of bringing in and highlighting black supplier companies, there are two conference
sessions, dedicated to Black Supplier Development and Transformation, which would reflect on industry’s
commitment while also showcasing existing success stories. The mainstream automotive economy, represented
by an estimated 400 executive level delegates, including OEMS, tier 1s, tier 2s (including black-owned
manufacturers) and stakeholders will gather to engage on these and other pertinent issues relevant to this crucial
South African manufacturing sector.
“There are opportunities to drive transformation. Especially within the tier two space it will be possible to develop
a cache of black industrialists, reshaping the owner dynamics within this sector”, Moothilal says. “The entire
sector is committed to transformation objectives and is taking proactive steps to foster and accelerate this
development.”
Given the levels of government support for the automotive industry through the current Automotive Production
and Development Programme (APDP), and other supporting instruments such as the Black Industrialists Scheme,
it is accepted that government will continue to push the automotive sector towards an ownership profile that
matches demographic representation, with the most realistic way for this to happen being through the lowertiered component segments, says Moothilal.
“We would like to see a deepening of the use of parts manufactured in South Africa, with many parts being
imported by OEMs and component manufacturers. We must deepen our value chains.” Moothilal said The National
Localisation Indaba delivered through NAACAM Show would connect qualified suppliers to buyers where these
opportunities are known to exist.
Media Release: Issued March 2017
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SPONSORED
COMPANIES
In alignment with the South African government, NAACAM and its
partners have identified the NAACAM Show as a key mechanism
for the development and promotion of black suppliers, which is
one of the priorities for South Africa’s automotive sector.
A number of organisations, including South African OEMs, have invested in providing logistical and marketing
support packages to selected companies, the majority of whom are their current suppliers, with the view to
facilitating prime market access opportunity and accelerating transformation in the automotive supply chain.

MFA

GLOBAL PLASTICS (PTY) LTD

MANUFACTURING
TS 16949
Sponsored by Shatterprufe

Sponsored by Shatterprufe

Sponsored by Ford

Sponsored by Ford

Flex-o-Screen T/A

M A R K I N G

Automotive Trim - Flexibles - Labels - Cartons - Graphics

E N G I N E E R I N G

YOUR MARKING EQUIPMENT WAREHOUSE

Sponsored by Ford
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Sponsored by Ford

Sponsored by Ford

Sponsored by Ford

Sponsored by Toyota

Sponsored by Toyota

Sponsored by Toyota

Sponsored by Toyota

Sponsored by VWSA

Sponsored by Nissan

Sponsored by AIDC EC

Sponsored by Buffalo City
Municipality

BM & GM
General
Traders
Sponsored by Nissan

Sponsored by BMW

MDANTSANE
Wheel & Tyre Centre

AND PARTS
Sponsored by Buffalo
City Municipality

Sponsored by Buffalo
City Municipality

Sponsored by Buffalo
City Municipality
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Sponsored by NAACAM & DAC

Sponsored by NAACAM & DAC

Sponsored by NAACAM & DAC

Sponsored by NAACAM & DAC

Lazer
Junction

Sponsored by NAACAM & DAC
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Sponsored by NAACAM & DAC

BLACK-OWNED
COMPANIES
The following South African companies exhibiting at the NAACAM
Show are categorised as black-owned suppliers in the sector.

MFA

GLOBAL PLASTICS (PTY) LTD

MANUFACTURING
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M A R K I N G
E N G I N E E R I N G

YOUR MARKING EQUIPMENT WAREHOUSE

Flex-o-Screen T/A

Automotive Trim - Flexibles - Labels - Cartons - Graphics
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AND PARTS

MDANTSANE
Wheel & Tyre Centre
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ORGANISATION NAME		

NO

ORGANISATION NAME		

NO

ABR MAGAZINE

122

CRISP AIR

76

ACOUSTEX

151

CSIR

81 & 82

ADIENT SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD

125, 126

85

ADVANCED FASTENING SYSTEMS MINING

61

CSIR, NATIONAL CLEANER PRODUCTION
CENTRE

AGANANG

149

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY

138

AIDC EASTERN CAPE SOC LTD

64

DEUTSCHE AFRIKA LINIEN

127

AIDC GAUTENG

119

PLASTICS SA

72

ALTECH NETSTAR

123

E&T (ENGINEERING AND TOOLING)

109

ALUMINIUM FEDERATION OF SOUTH
AFRICA

54

EAST LONDON IDZ

145, 146
147

AMAHLATHI ECO-TECH

153

EASY PUMP

63

AMETEX

143

EBOR AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

31

APOLLO DIEMAKERS

29

EEPOS CRANES SOUTH AFRICA

53

ATE (CONTINENTAL TEVES AG & CO OHG)

103

ENGELI

142

ATLANTIS FOUNDRIES (PTY) LTD

97

ENTSA - NELSON MANDELA METROPOLITAN
117
UNIVERSITY

AUTO INDUSTRIAL GROUP (PTY LTD

104

EOH

155

AUTOCAST SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD

98

EXCUBED CONSULTING

7

AUTOMOLD

103

CSIR

18, 77

AUTOVEST

106

EXPORT TOOLS

109

AVENG TRIDENT STEEL A DIVISION OF
AVENG AFRICA (PTY) LTD

84

EZI SYSTEMS

63

AVERDA

156

FINLAM TEXTILES (PTY) LTD

38

BACKDRAFT RACING

76

FIRST NATIONAL BATTERY

103

BAIC GROUP

148, 152

FOG INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS

6

BASF

139

FORMEX INDUSTRIES

58

BBF SAFETY GROUP (PTY) LTD

78

FORTINET

BENTELER

139

89, 90,
94, 95,
96, 100

BMW SOUTH AFRICA

111

FOXTEC-IKHWEZI,

BOSCH

66

145,
146, 147

BOYSEN

139

FUJITSU

BRACEABLE MANUFACTURING

75

89, 90,
94, 95,
96, 100

BRINK TOWING SYSTEMS (PTY) LTD

73

GACA AFRICA HOLDINGS

136

BUFFALO CITY MUNICIPALITY

153

GAUTENG TOOLING INITIATIVE

69

CATALYTIC CONVERTER INDUSTRY

139

GEOTAB AFRICA

116

CEFAMOL

109

G.U.D. HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

108

CGI CREATIVE GRAPHICS INTERNATIONAL

40

GM & DN GENERAL TRADERS

35

CITY OF ETHEKWINI

23

HARAMBEE

45

CLOMARK

17

HELLERMANNTYTON

132

COEGA AUTOSPRAY

26

HENKEL SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD

49

COLLEGE OF PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

118

HESTO HARNESS

79

CONNECTCO FASTENERS (PTY) LTD

4

HMR HIGH TECH MACHINE TOOLS

1

CR MOULDS

109

HOGANAS

55

CRH AFRICA AUTOMOTIVE (PTY) LTD

124

HUDSON RUBBER

105
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NO

ORGANISATION NAME		

NO

IJ COMPONENTS

135

PALOGIC

65

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

24

PAZOGEN (PTY) LTD

59

IKUSASA ECO-TECH

153

PFK ELECTRONICS (PTY) LTD

27, 28

INNOVA WHEELS

68

PRAGMA AFRICA

46

INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION
COMMISSION (ITAC)

30

PROMASK

130

INTRINSYS LTD

32

PYB

134

ISRINGHAUSEN OF SA (PTY) LTD

86

QUBUKA

133

JAMSCO AUTOMOTIVE ASSEMBLIES (PTY)
LTD

RAND MUTUAL ADMIN SERVICES

42

62

RAPID TRUCK BODIES

135

JRM TOOLING

88

REBA CHEMICALS (PTY) LTD

41

KALA METAL FINISHINGS

16

REDDOT

133

KAP AUTOMOTIVE

107

121

KHANYA CLEANING GROUP

44

RETAIL MOTOR INDUSTRY ORGANISATION
(RMI)

KHOLEKA ENGINEERING

144

RICHARDS BAY IDZ

93

KPMG SOUTH AFRICA

48

ROAN SYSTEMS

43

KWA-SISONKE

16

ROCK SOLID INDUSTRIES (RSI)

80

LASER JUNCTION

29

S4 INTEGRATION

67

LAZAR WELDING

15

SAMSUNG

LEADING LOGISTICS PLANNING

10

89, 90,
94, 95,
96, 100

LIVE LABELS

6

SCHAEFFLER

83

LIZWE LIQUID FUELS

137

SDBN GROUP

137

LOGISTICS TRANSPORT GLOBALLY

33

SEALTRON

79

LUMEN SPECIAL CABLES

5

SELAGO INDUSTRIES (PTY) LTD

2

LUMOTECH

103

SGS SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD

39

MANELISE

133

SHATTERPRUFE

74

MARKING ENGINEERING (PTY) LTD

13, 14

SJM FLEX

64

MAX OUTPUT INDUSTRIES

18

SL DIAMOND TOOLS

137

MDANTSANE AUTO GLASS AND PARTS

153

SMART GRID TRAINING (PTY) LTD

3

MDANTSANE WHEEL AND TYRE

153

SMITHS MANUFACTURING (PTY) LTD

103

MERSETA

77

SOLUTIONS SELLING

20, 21,
22

METAIR INVESTMENTS

103

SOMTA TOOLS

75

METPRO TECHNOLOGY AFRICA (PTY) LTD

50

MFA GLOBAL PLASTICS

9

SOUTH AFRICAN INSTITUTE OF
FOUNDRYMEN

54

MICROFINISH

80

SP METAL FORGINGS

99

MOLIPOREX

109

STATELINE PRESSED METAL

65

MOTUL TECH

92

SRH FIRE PROTECTION

12

MPACT PLASTIC CONTAINERS

87

STATSOFT

140

NATAL GASKETS

79

STEEL BEST MANUFACTURING

8

NATIONAL TOOLING INITIATIVE

60

SUMITOMO RUBBER SOUTH AFRICA

101

NELSON MANDELA BAY MUNICIPALITY

63

SUPREME SPRING

103

NISSAN

150

OEM OUTSOURCING

112

T-SYSTEMS

89, 90,
94, 95,
96, 100

ORGANISATION NAME		
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ORGANISATION NAME		

NO

TAPPO INDUSTRIES

113

TENNECO RIDE PERFORMANCE

71

TENTE CASTORS SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD

120

TEREX MHPS (PTY) LTD

102

THEBE UNICO

131

TORRE PARTS AND COMPONENTS

47

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

36, 37,
128, 129

TOYOTA TSUSHO AFRICA (PTY) LTD

115

TRADE AND INVESTMENT KWA-ZULU NATAL

75

TRACEABILITY SOLUTIONS

114

TRENSTAR SA (PTY) LTD

91

UNITRADE

103

VISTEX AFRICA

51

VOESTALPINE AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS
EAST LONDON

56

VOESTALPINE STAHL GMBH

57

VOLKSWAGEN SOUTH AFRICA

154

WAVE PAPER (PTY) LTD

19

WEBROY SPRINGS

79

WEKABA ENGINEERING

70

WILLARD BATTERIES

110

YENZA MANUFACTURING

25

ZEALOUS AUTOMOTIVE

141

ZEISS

52

ZIG ENTERPRISES (PTY) LTD

11

SELAGO INDUSTRIES
STAND NO 2

HMR HIGH TECH MACHINE TOOLS (PTY) LTD was
established in April 2003. We are the sole representative
in South Africa for the following companies:
BANSBACH easylift, Lorch,Germany – manufacturers of
Gas Springs/lockable Gas Springs.
CREAFORM 3D, Quebec,Canada – manufacturers
of portable 3D – Scanners and portable optical 3D
Measuring Machines.
INSPECT 3D, Cholet, France, 3D Measuring Software.
MORA METROLOGY, Aschaffenburg, Germany –
manufacturers of 3D Co - ordinate Measuring Machines
in manual and DCC mode.
In conjunction with DemaPlasTech Machinery,
Northriding, South Africa – 3D Printers We are offering
the following services: 3D laser scanning.

SMART GRID TRAINING
STAND NO 3

CONNECT.CO
STAND NO 4

Connectco Fasteners (Pty) Ltd is a specialized fastener
solutions provider.

Selago Industries (Pty)Ltd is a privately-owned company
that manufactures and distributes components for the
automotive and industrial market.
Situated in the port city of East London, South Africa,
and is well placed to serve the needs of the global
market. Its main area of expertise lies in the manufacture
of small to medium-sized, high volume pressed and
turned metal components made from brass, mild steel,
stainless steel and aluminium for the refrigeration and
automotive market.
An on-site assembly plant produces products for the tyre
valve industry, passenger, truck and earthmover market.
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HMR HIGH TECH MACHINE TOOLS
STAND NO 1
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LUMEN SPECIAL CABLES
STAND NO 5

LIVE LABELS
STAND NO 6

FOG INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS
STAND NO 6

LUMEN SPECIAL CABLES - MANUFACTURER OF WIRING
HARNESS AND ELECTRONIC MODULES, SUPPLY OF AUTO
ACCESSORIES.

LIV Labels is a manufacturer of self-adhesive labels.
Using flexographic printing, LIV labels is able to ensure
the highest quality labels to suit your business needs.
LIV is rated as a B-BBEE Level 2 company with a strong
focus on creating employment for the surrounding
community.

FOG offer component inspection services providing
various inspection options as required, validation,
measurement verification and also support a go/no go
process for component sorting applications.
Same day services and on-site/line side service offered
to most locations throughout South Africa.
FOG Industrial Solutions Pty (Ltd) is a B-BBEE Level 1
Company that is newly emerged and seeking to make an
Impact in our Developing Country.

EXCUBED CONSULTING
STAND NO 7

STEELBEST MANUFACTURING
STAND NO 8

MFA GLOBAL PLASTICS
STAND NO 9

MFA

GLOBAL PLASTICS (PTY) LTD

TS 16949
MANUFACTURING
Excubed Consulting (Pty) Ltd. is a 100% black
owned company which was established in
2003 and are proud to have achieved a level
1 B-BBEE rating from an authorised rating
agency.
At Excubed Consulting (Pty) Ltd. we have a wide range
of services on offer to provide our clients with a fully
comprehensive ICT solution. Besides the monetary
benefit of combining all ICT services through one
competent service provider such as Excubed Consulting
(Pty) Ltd. The Quantified Value of this approach provides
the simplified solution of having one single contact
point for your organizations entire ICT environment.
To allow us to offer these notable benefits, Excubed
Consulting has broadened its product offering and now
offers the following products and services:
• Unified Communication Solutions.
• PBX Installation and support.
• Call Centre Solution.
• Video Conferencing.
• Wireless Network.
• Voice Cabling.

STEEL BEST MANUFACTURING (Pty) Ltd is a Level 1
B-BBEE Contributor.

MFA GLOBAL PLASTICS (Pty) Ltd (est. 1997)
MFA MOULD DESIGN & MACHINING (est. 2001)

We currently provide Precision and General
Manufacturing Engineering Services to a series of
Tier 1 and Tier 2 companies within the Automotive
Sector as well as to State-Owned Enterprises as well as
Energy and Defence sectors.

The owners of the companies, brothers Nasief Allie &
Faaik Allie, share +70 years of experience in toolmaking
(Press & Injection Moulds) and plastic injection
moulding.

Our capabilities include a comprehensive offering
from feasibility studies, project management, design,
manufacturing, installation, commissioning and
customer training.
Our specific engineering services include production line
automation, robotics, jigs and fixtures, special purpose
facilities, conveyor systems and tooling.
In this highly competitive environment, we regard our
people as our biggest competitive
advantage.

www.naacamshow.co.za

MFA does designing, manufacturing and modifications
of press tools, injection moulds, jigs & fixtures, mostly for
the automotive industry.
Presently we do tool modifications for Faurecia and
Grupo Antolin.
MFA can and has delivered components starting with
only an idea of the components’ characteristics and
functional requirements.
Presently we supply plastic components to VW of SA, GM
SA and MAHLE Behr.
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LEADING LOGISTICS PLANNING
STAND NO 10

ZIG ENTERRISES
STAND NO 11

SRH FIRE PROTECTION
STAND NO 12

Leading Logistics Planning offers practical and
specialised consultancy in lineside logistics in
manufacturing and warehouse industry applications;
to improve supply chain methodology and replace
expensive forklifts in pursuit of ‘lean’ improvement.

ZIG Enterprise is a 100% black-owned company founded
by Caiphus Mokotedi in 2011. ZIG Enterprise partnered
with Schnellecke SA, to provide sequencing and logistics
of trim panels directly to the Ford T6 Ranger production
line.

We are a fully 100% owned and managed BEE company
with a level 1 rating and highly skilled and experienced
full-time personnel of 15.

We promote a comprehensive range of Motrec electric
tow tractors coupled with specifically designed dolley
systems to tailor unique applications. We hold a range
of superior quality industrial castors and wheels which
meet ergonomic standards.

Since May 2015, we offer a value adding service to The
Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa through our
Vehicle Personalisation Centre (VPC), which includes
the fitment of the following parts: bull-bars, window
etching, spare wheel locks, heavy duty seat covers and
lock nuts. Caiphus graduated out of the Incubation
Centre on the 1st May 2015, when he received a PO from
Ford for the VPC services and subsequent to that has
secured two more services (retrofit repairs and Fleet Car
wash).

Tellure Rota castors and wheels are scientifically
tested with outstanding results and the super elastic
polyurethane wheel has the highest standard of rolling
resistance.

The company was established in 2006 with the implicit
aim of serving our customers and providing a quality
service. We offer a high standard of after sales service
to our customers and uphold high business ethics and
integrity. This is a South African Bureau of Standards
1475 part 1 and part 2 code of practice certified and
SAQCC Certified Gas & Detection company.
We do maintenance, supply & installation of all fire
fighting equipment.

Zig manages all the above mentioned services to FMCSA
with a staff compliment of 28 operators. Caiphus is
a first graduate of the BBBEE Automotive Incubation
Programme which is managed by the Automotive
Industry Development Centre (AIDC) at the Ford Motor
Company of Southern Africa (FMCSA) assembly plant in
Silverton.

MARKING ENGINEERING
STAND NO 13 & 14

LAZAR WELDING
STAND NO 15

KALA METAL FINISHINGS
STAND NO 16

Founded in 2014, Lazar Robotic Welding specialises in
steel fabrication and offers numerous services to the
Automotive Sector. These include Manufacturing and
Supply as well as Maintenance of Stillages, Trolleys and
Dolleys. Lazar also supplies fabricated parts such as
Antenna poles, brackets, and structural steel products to
the Communication and Renewable energy sector.
Other services include:

Kala Metal Finishings is dynamic 100% Black Owned
Company offering a comprehensive powder coating,
electroplating and wet spray solution to its customers.

M A R K I N G
E N G I N E E R I N G

YOUR MARKING EQUIPMENT WAREHOUSE

Marking Engineering have been supplying marking
equipment since 1994.
We provide complete solutions for all your marking
requirements. Marking Engineering supplies all
marking equipment for conventional impact stamping
methods, ink-jet coding systems, scribe and pin marking
equipment , electrolytic marking machines and CO2
Laser systems and ND-Yag Laser Marking Machines.
We also provide In-house marking solutions, marking on
wood, glass, plastics, metal and leather as well as tamper
evident labels.
We enable you to create a unique product, individualised
by personalising and serialising, which serves all
traceability, tracking and identification purposes.

Robotic Welding (up to 50mm)
Pipe and Sheet Bending
Angle and Sheet Punching
Plasma cutting
Guillotine for Sheet Metal shearing
Pressbrake
Hydraulic Press
CO2 Welding
Drill and Milling
Contact details: info@lazarwelding.co.za
Tel: 083 500 8618
Website: www.lazarwelding.co.za
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KWA-SISONKE
STAND NO 16

CLOMARK
STAND NO 17

MAX OUTPUT INDUSTRIES
STAND NO 18

Flex-o-Screen T/A

Automotive Trim - Flexibles - Labels - Cartons - Graphics

As a leading wholly black owned and managed level 1
B-BBEE Forwarding & Customs Clearing Agent based in
Gauteng, KZN and Eastern Cape”
Highly Competitive & best on Service delivery!!!

Clomark was founded in 1971 as a manufacturer of OEM
products.
It is Level 1 BEE Certified and Black Owned, situated in
Midrand with provincial representation.
Automotive manufacturing technology include die
cutting, vacuum forming, high frequency welding
and screen printing. Typical OEM products are vehicle
doorscreens, document holders, decals, vehicle graphics,
aluminium plates and instrument labels.
Since 2004, Clomark expanded its printing technology
by acquiring flexographic, digital, foiling and
lithographic printing presses which allowed it to enter
other markets (pharmaceutical, FMCG). The company
has taken the decision to expand its Automotive
manufacturing capability to include plastic injection
moulding.

Max Output Industries since inception has secured
itself as an independent, 100% black-owned company
specialising in design, manufacturing, laser cutting,
welding and bending. Our service offerings are the
result of 40 year’s combined industry experience in
manufacturing and project management within the
automotive industry.
We are devoted to providing quality steel products
at competitive prices whilst offering fresh ideas on all
product developments and modifications. To this end,
you will find that all our products are manufactured and
developed to the highest standards and quality possible.

WAVE PAPER
STAND NO 19

SOLUTIONS SELLING
STAND NO 20, 21 & 22

CITY OF ETHEKWINI
STAND NO 23

Wave Paper specialiSes primarily in the design;
development and manufacturing of industrial packaging
for the automotive industry. The packaging solutions
utilise a range of materials primarily with corrugated
board. Particular focus is given to International
Packaging Standards and compliance to ISPM15 for fibre
products.

Solution Selling supplies materials handling solutions
across a number of products; from a full range of
materials handling equipment; to the world class Kardex
Remstar Storage System.

EThekwini is home to the country’s most strategic port
and logistics infrastructure, thus enhancing export
orientated manufacturing activity.

Wave Paper is proud to announce that we won a Gold
Medal in the Food Category at the 2015 Gold Pack
Awards. We also won the ultimate packaging
accolade - A WorldStar Award in 2017 in the Food
Category for the design & manufacturing of the Chateau
Gateaux 18cm cake box.

Specialising in efficient space usage and productivity.
In a Business world that is dynamic and ever changing
Solutions is a company that looks for the fit rather than
the product; the solution rather than the way it has
always been done.

The Economic Development and Investment Promotion
Unit provide an integrated business development
support service to existing and potential enterprises,
which are based on critical and core principles for
industrial policy and development.
The establishment of Industry clusters, such as the
Durban Automotive Cluster, affirms government’s
commitment to contributing towards growth and
development of the economy.
The Unit has recently embarked on a drive to understand
the local industrial economy and its players through an
industrial census driven by the Sector Support Desk.

www.naacamshow.co.za
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION
STAND NO 24

YENZA MANUFACTURING
STAND NO 25

COEGA AUTOSPRAY
STAND NO 26

The Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) was
established in 1940 by an act of Parliament. It was
established to spearhead the development of domestic
industrial capacity, especially in light of the shortages
of manufactured goods experienced as a result of the
disruption of trade between Europe and South Africa.

Yenza Manufacturing is a Port Elizabeth based company
that specialises in the manufacturing of metal pressing.
In addition, the company also produces stainless steel
stampings and chassis brackets.

Coega Autospray manufactures plastic trim components
for the automotive industry. The Eastern Cape
based company was founded in 2001 and is a Level
2 contributor on the Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment scorecard.

For more than 75 years, the IDC has been instrumental
in implementing South Africa’s industrial policy,
establishing some of the industries that have
since become the cornerstones of the country’s
manufacturing sector. These include the petrolchemicals and minerals beneficiation industries. Apart
from large industrial projects in these industries, the
IDC has been instrumental in the establishment of other
industries including fabricated metals, agro-industries
and textiles.

A proud Level 1 B-BBEE contributor on the Broadbased Black Economic Empowerment scorecard, Yenza
Manufacturing is one of South Africa’s first enterprises
to supply metal pressings to both the local and
international original equipment manufacturers.
Aiming to provide excellent service and deliver quality
products, Yenza Manufacturing continues to invest in
their people and in new technology.

They have been developing exceptional people,
infrastructure and facilities to manufacture and paint
plastic components. In addition, the business also offers
injection moulding, robotic coating, sub-assembly
and logistic solutions as a Tier One supplier to Original
Equipment Manufacturers.
They are proud to be able to provide specialised
solutions by adapting to various technical requirements
and offer robust solutions to complex engineering
challenges.

The South African government expanded the IDC’s
mandate allowing the corporation to invest in projects
spread across the rest of Africa (ROA).
Website: www.idc.co.za
Call Centre: 086 069 3888

PFK ELECTRONICS (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 27 & 28

LAZAR JUNCTION
STAND NO 29

Designer and manufacturer of advanced automotive
technology for over 30 years, PFK has made a name for
itself as a leading player in both the local and global
markets.

The International Trade Administration Commission
of South Africa (ITAC) is a schedule 3A Public Entity
established in terms of the International Trade
Administration Act, No 71 of 2002.

The company has supplied all of the major automotive
OEM producers operating in SA – and a number of
international ones – racking up numerous awards over
the years. PFK Shurlok, a brand of PFK, has the ability
to custom build unique solutions in high volumes, to a
variety of clients and design specifications from around
the world. The other brands of PFK include three
Autowatch divisions.
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APOLLO DIE MAKERS
STAND NO 29

The aim of ITAC, as stated in the Act, is to foster
economic growth and development in order to raise
incomes and promote investment and employment in
South Africa and within the Common Customs Union
Area by establishing an efficient and effective system for
the administration of international trade subject to this
Act and the SACU Agreement. The core functions are:
customs tariff investigations; trade remedies; and import
and export control.
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE
ADMINISTRATION COMMISSION
STAND NO 30

EBOR AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS
STAND NO 31

INTRINSYS LTD
STAND NO 32

The International Trade Administration Commission
of South Africa (ITAC) is a schedule 3A Public Entity
established in terms of the International Trade
Administration Act, No 71 of 2002.

Ebor Automotive Systems was founded in 2014
as an independent supplier of injection moulding
components supplying into the South African motor
industry and global OE customers. EBOR headcount is
75 employees with a part supply to VWSA, Faurecia and
MAHLE-Behr.

Intrinsys have been a Dassault Systèmes Business
Partner since 1998; opening a South African office in
Johannesburg in 2012.

The aim of ITAC, as stated in the Act, is to foster
economic growth and development in order to raise
incomes and promote investment and employment in
South Africa and within the Common Customs Union
Area by establishing an efficient and effective system for
the administration of international trade subject to this
Act and the SACU Agreement. The core functions are:
customs tariff investigations; trade remedies; and import
and export control.

LOGISTICS TRANSPORT GLOBALLY
STAND NO 33

LTG Logistics Transport Globally is a leading international
freight management and supply chain company,
offering its clients services with dedicated hubs for all
their global logistics and freight requirements.
The company has a passion for service delivery and its
strength lies in its people, partnerships, state-of-the-art
facilities and business locations. With its vast experience
in the automotive industry, freight management and
supply chain specialist, this combination has resulted in
LTG becoming the partner of choice for BMW SA as an
external service provider.
LTG has embraced the transformation phase within the
South African environment, and with the latest focus on
Incubation programs has also committed to collaborate
efforts & become a valued partner going forward.

Our Speciality:
Our intake manifold; 3 shell moulding in PA6 GF30;
two-stage vibration welded, assembled and 100% leak
tested. Our production also includes moulded Front and
Rear Wheel Arch Liners, Side Shelves, Lock Carrier Cover
and Interior Trim.

Intrinsys boast a growing customer base of over 370
clients; working across a wide range of industries and
using a range of software brands including CATIA;
ENOVIA; SIMULIA and DELMIA.
Intrinsys uniquely provides and supports PLM products
alongside a thriving engineering consultancy, delivering
mission critical projects to world-class companies in the
Automotive, Aerospace, F1, Marine, and Oil/Gas sectors.

Our Achievements:
Nominated business for VW270 Polo on Air Intake Ducts
, Air Cleaners (Petrol derivatives) , Battery Tray , Waterbox
cover , Boot Plastics (Side Shelves, Lock Carrier Cover,
Tailgate Trim) including the VW250NF Outer B&C Pillar
Covers and Wheel Arch Liners

AVERDA
STAND NO 34 & 156

Averda is the largest environmental solutions provider
in the Middle East and Africa region, specialising in
integrated resources management. Headquartered in
Dubai for its GCC markets, and in London for its other
international markets, Averda is at the forefront of
innovation, providing sustainable solutions and more
than 35 years of experience in the effective management
of waste for both private and public sector clients across
pedestrian, residential, commercial and industrial areas.
Averda’s extensive portfolio of services range from
street cleaning to waste collection, treatment, disposal
and recycling. The company’s capabilities also include
the development of solutions for water, wastewater
and solid waste for public, residential, commercial, and
industrial sectors, all within a sustainable framework that
respects the natural environment.

GM & DN GENERAL TRADERS
STAND NO 35

The company was established in July 2016 by George
Macheke and Danny Ngobeni bringing with them 69
years of automotive experience in the automobile
industry. It is a 100% black owned company with B-BBEE
recognition level of 135%.
Dealer Parts Return (DPR) Management
We receive parts from dealer networks nationally. We
unbox, process and validate the claims using measuring
instruments and systems.
Distribute the parts according to their destinations:
• Scrap parts to recycling
• Refurbishment warranty PARTS to AG
• Batteries to FNB supplier.

Averda also designs and implements full-scale solutions
to recover valuable and recyclable resources like paper,
metals and water.
Serving in excess of 9 million people every day, Averda
currently operates in full compliance with international
standards for quality control throughout Angola,
Congo, Gabon, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Oman, Qatar,
Republic of Ireland, Saudi Arabia, South Africa and
United Arab Emirates

www.naacamshow.co.za
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SGS SOUTH AFRICA
STAND NO 39

TOYOTA SA MOTORS
STAND NO 36, 37, 128, 129

FINLAM
STAND NO 38

Toyota SA Motors (established in 1961), has a longstanding history in South Africa, with many of our
models having become household names – such as
Corolla, Hilux and HiAce.

Finlam Automotive is one of Africa’s largest; most
diversified and technologically advanced Automotive
Textile Laminator and Coater. Our aim is to build on
our success and diversify further into the Automotive
market.

Boasting the largest dealer network (200), we are
equipped to offer our customers the best sales and aftersales support. In addition the 2016 Kinsey parts pricing
survey pronounced TSAM as overall leaders with three
gold and three silver medals.
TSAM’s customer-centric focus is evidenced by the
achievement of 37 years of market leadership, with the
locally produced Hilux taking top honours for the 44th
time in 47 years.

SGS is a multinational company headquartered in
Geneva; Switzerland which provides inspection;
verification; testing and certification services. It has more
than 90;000 employees and operates over 2 000 offices
and laboratories worldwide.

We value our customers; our suppliers; and our people
and are committed to the responsibility of caring for
our environment and building our local communities.
Operating since 1979; we have become the preferred
local JIT service provider and development partner
to most OEM seating programs; both locally and
internationally.

In May 2016, TSAM reaffirmed itself as SA’s largest
automaker by announcing an investment of R6.1 billion
in the Durban based plant – signalling its continued
commitment to domestic production and the South
African economy.

CGI BRAND ENGINEERS
STAND NO 40

REBA CHEMICALS
STAND NO 41

CGI supplies the automotive OE and aftermarket sectors
with a range of branding, information and functional
products. Our clients include Ford, Nissan, Toyota and
Triumph and we support a further 200 clients across
Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North America, and South
America.

Reba Chemicals (Pty) Ltd was formed in 1982 and started
by trading with imported chemical products for the
metal treatment industry.

Across our 40-year history the CGI DNA is quality and
alongside international accreditations ISO TS 16949, ISO
9001 and ISO 14001 we are A rated suppliers to General
Motors and Volkswagen.

In 1985 we started developing our own in-house
technology to replace imported products such as nickel
nitrate; cobalt nitrate; manganese phosphate and nickel
phosphates.
Ownership Vision: we want to be the largest
manufacturer; supplier and distributor of industrial
chemicals and speciality chemicals in Africa.
Contact Details and physical address:
23 Hooker Street Chloorkop 1624
Contact person:
Freddy Motau
Telephone: 011 976 4938
Cell phone: 082 320 6561
E-mail address: freddy.motau@rebachemicals.co.za
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RAND MUTUAL ADMIN SERVICES
STAND NO 42

Founded on 1 June 1894; The Rand Mutual Assurance
Company Limited (RMA) is a non-profit mutual
assurance company which is owned by its policy holders.
The company’s tag line is ‘Caring; Compensation;
Compensation’ and this is something we live daily as we
ensure that compensation is done quickly; and that the
person is treated with care and compensation.
RMA has a head office in Johannesburg and regional
walk-in branches in Carletonville; Durban; eMalahleni;
Johannesburg; Klerkdorp; Pretoria; Rustenburg; Cape
Town and Welkom. In addition; we have satellite offices
in Lesotho; Mthatha and Mozambique.

ROAN SYSTEMS
STAND NO 43

KHANYA CLEANING GROUP
STAND NO 44

HARAMBEE
STAND NO 45

Roan Systems is a South African-based company offering
products and services for a variety of IT applications;
operates throughout the continent. Roan Systems
specialises in Printers; Barcode Scanners; RFID; Mobility
and Print & Apply Systems. Verified re-sellers of highend products like; inAni; Star Micronics; Printronix; Tally
Genicom; Zebra; Honeywell; SOTI; Bartender and much
more.

Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator connects
employers seeking entry-level talent to young; highpotential work-seekers who are currently locked out of
the formal economy.

Please visit our website: www.roan.co.za or for any
sales requests; you can contact sales@roan.co.za T:
010 492 7080. To book a repair; please contact our
helpdesk team: helpdesk@roan.co.za

• Professional and well-resourced cleaning services
• Experienced, skilled and committed management
oversight
• Owner-driven, hands-on management approach
• Tailor-made commercial contract cleaning
solutions based on clients’ needs and operational
requirements
• Fully compliant on all legal requirements
• Stable and loyal client base, with very low staff
turnover
• Over 48 years’ experience in the industry
• Level 2 B-BBEE certified (under new DTI codes)
• 125% Procurement spend recognition
• 59% Black shareholding
• 30% Black female owned
• Empowering Supplier – bonus point for client’s own
scorecard
• Enterprise and Supplier Development Recipient
Organisation
• Multiplier effect (x1.2) for 3-year SLA’s
• Bonus points opportunities with regards to
Supplier/Enterprise loans and/or grants

PRAGMA AFRICA
STAND NO 46

TORE PARTS AND COMPONENTS
STAND NO 47

KPMG SOUTH AFRICA
STAND NO 48

Pragma is an engineering company that specialises in
the delivery of enterprise asset management solutions
to asset-intensive industries.

Torre Parts and Components manufactures and
distributes quality branded parts and components into
the African, North American, European and Australian
automotive markets.

KPMG is a firm of global network of professional
providing Audit, Tax and Advisory services. We operate
in 153 countries and have145 000 people working in
member firms around the world.

TPC has been manufacturing and distributing shocks,
struts and gas springs into the Southern African market
since 1935. TPC are the leading manufacturer of Gabriel
and Private Label shock absorbers, Macpherson struts
and Gas Springs in the Southern African market.

The independent member firms of the KPMG network
are affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative
“KPMG International”, a Swiss entity.

Since our establishment in 1990, we have developed
software tools and asset management practices,
packaged to deliver best in class solutions in various
industries, balancing asset performance, cost and risks.
We understand that the core objective for our clients
is to deliver their value proposition through consistent
product and services delivery. Reliable high performing
assets supported by sound asset management practices
are key elements to achieve this.
Our engineers partner with our clients to actively drive
their asset management strategies, guided by our asset
management road map, to attain their core objectives.

Our products are engineered, manufactured and
tested to meet the extreme African conditions. Based
in Johannesburg, with manufacturing operations in
Cape Town and Port Elizabeth, TPC is both ISO9001 and
ISO14001 certified.
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We recruit candidates where existing corporate
recruitment networks do not reach; assess their
competencies to match them to jobs where they are
most likely to succeed; we then deliver high quality work
readiness programmes that directly address the risks
identified by employers; and work with employers to
support retention.
Harambee has placed over 30;000 young people with
over 300 of South Africa’s top companies in the retail;
hospitality; financial services; insurance; business
process outsourcing; technical and industrial sectors.

Each KPMG firm is a legally distinct and separate entity
and describes itself as such.
In South Africa, we go to market by line of business ,
serving key sectors across the local economy. Our
priority sectors include: Financial Services, Mining,
Oil and Gas, Consumer Markets, Technology,
Telecommunications, Construction, Industrial and
Automotive, Government, Infrastructure and Public
Sector, and Private Equity.
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HENKEL SOUTH AFRICA
STAND NO 49

METRPRO TECHNOLOGY AFRICA (PTY)
LTD
STAND NO 50

Henkel is the leading solution provider for adhesives,
sealants and functional coatings worldwide. We offer a
comprehensive portfolio of tailor-made solutions for our
customers and of high-quality consumer products. Our
global team of experts deliver best-in-class service.

MetPro Group is a leading global developer and
manufacturer of a diverse range of active and protective
packaging systems for the preservation and corrosion
protection of high value metal products during shipping
and storage.

Our powerful innovations and leading technologies
under top-brands such as Loctite create sustainable
value for industrial customers, consumers and
professional use.

At MetPro we differentiate ourselves through our:
• Integrated global operations
• Ability to custom engineer products based on
individual customer requirements
• Culture of rapid response, superior customer service,
and world-class quality and safety standards
• Development of cutting-edge technology and best-inclass VCI Masterbatch
• MetPro serves all major automotive component,
primary metal products, and other metal markets
MetPro’s active packaging product line consists of a
range of value-added packaging systems infused with its
proprietary Vapour Corrosion Inhibitor (VCI) technology
(produced in-house). The Group’s protective packaging
portfolio includes a variety of film, paper, board, and
aluminium packaging systems for the surface protection
and physical damage prevention of a broad range of
products.

VISTEX
STAND NO 51

Vistex are global market leaders that help manage the
full lifecycle of Go-to-Market programs through strategy,
software, implementation, execution and analytics.
We provide enterprise software solutions that help
businesses effectively and efficiently manage:
• Pricing,
• Incentive,
• Rebate,
• Royalty and
• Channel programs.
Enabling end-to-end administration of today’s complex
business critical go-to-market programs, Vistex solutions
offer unprecedented visibility into program performance
with easy access to the data needed to make informed
decisions that drive revenue, control costs, minimise
leakage and streamline processes.
All programs can easily be digitised on any iOS, Android
or Google device.

ZEISS
STAND NO 52

EEPOS CRANES
STAND NO 53

ALUMINIUM FEDERATION OF SOUTH
AFRICA
STAND NO 54

ZEISS has a long tradition in South Africa: in 1939 there
was the first specialist dealer for ZEISS products; and the
company then became a 100% subsidiary back in 1974.
Randburg has been the headquarters in South Africa
since 1990; where a total of five business groups are
represented.-Microscopy: Microscopy and HistologyOphthalmology/Surgical Products -IMT: Industrial
Measuring Technology-Sports Optics: Binoculars and
Riflescopes-Ophthalmic Products: Lenses and Frames.

Eepos cranes is the leading manufacturer and supplier
of the most extensive light modular crane systems with
the largest variety of add on components to suit any
application. With its’ ergonomic design our extruded
aluminium energy efficient systems have inspired users
since our introduction into the market in 2006.

The Aluminium Federation of South Africa (AFSA)
is the voice of and the gateway to the South African
Aluminium Industry.
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With a max payload of 2 tons at a single point; eepos
is safe and reliable in factories; production and
assembly lines and work stations; even in the harshest
environments.
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Purpose of AFSA:
To promote the use of aluminium; the Southern African
aluminium industry; including the aluminium casting
industry and to represent and defend the interests of its
members.
AFSA members are engaged in:
Primary and secondary aluminium production; extruded
and rolled products; architectural and construction;
fabrication; welding; packaging; castings; surface
finishing and suppliers.
South Africa has the full aluminium industry value chain.

SOUTH AFRICAN INSTITUTE OF
FOUNDRYMEN
STAND 54

Established in 1939 as a branch of the Institute of
British Foundrymen, the SAIF was formed in 1964
and registered as an organisation not for gain in 2009
(Section 21 company). The SAIF has positioned itself
as the voice of the Foundry Industry in meeting the
common challenges facing its member companies in
cooperation with the authorities and learning institutes.
In collaboration with the National Foundry Technology
Network (NFTN), a proud initiative of the Department
of Trade and Industry (the dti) and University of
Johannesburg (UJ) Metal Castings Technology Station
(MCTS), it facilitates initiatives to assist the industry in
overcoming challenges.
Vision
To be the voice of the South African Foundry industry;
creating growth and job opportunities through training,
skills development and education.

HOGANAS
STAND NO 55

VOESTALPINE AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS
EAST LONDON

..
..
Hoganas is the world leader in metal powder
technology. High performance; sintered structural
components made from Powder Metal (PM) are present
in virtually every modern automotive transmission;
engine; pump; steering system; body and chassis.
Surface coating of combustion engine valves with high
quality metal powders is common practice.

voestalpine Automotive Components East London
(Pty) Ltd., a business segment of the voestalpine Metal
Forming Division which is owned by the Austrian
voestalpine AG, is your partner in the design &
development and manufacturing of high-quality
body- and structural components. 9 locations on 3
continents ensure global presence.

High-temperature brazing filler metals and paste
applications enable cost-effective; sustainable and
cutting-edge automotive solutions.
Hoganas’ proprietary; ink-jet technology for additive
manufacturing and 3D printing;Digital Metal offers
unique capacity to rapidly and cost-effectively produce
complex designs for metallic parts. Hoganas is your
perfect application partner in exploring further
possibilities.

STAND NO 56

Benefit from fully assembled components & modules,
the know-how in the forming of various metals & UHSS
materials and a comprehensive process expertise – from
stamping (with presses from 100t to 2,500t), welding,
brazing, gluing, painting, coating inclusive of the
assembly of components combined with hot and cold
formed stamping parts.

Mission
To improve the competitiveness of the South African
Metal Casting Industry; generating sustainable growth
and employment opportunities in the manufacturing
sector.

VOESTALPINE STAHL GMBH
STAND NO 57

The Steel Division is the largest division of the
voestalpine Group and produces high-quality flat-steel
products that represent the core business of voestalpine.
The Steel Division is one of the leading steel producers
in Europe. We deliver to and consult customers in the
automotive, construction, mechanical engineering,
household appliances and energy industries.
Our product portfolio covers the entire range
of high-quality steel strip: hot- and cold-rolled,
electrogalvanized, hot-dip galvanized, organic-coated,
electrical steel and heavy plate.

FORMEX INDUSTRIES
STAND NO 58

PAZOGEN
STAND NO 59

Formex Industries, consisting of Pressings and Tubing
divisions, has first world business strategies meeting
stringent requirements of its OEM and first tier
customers. Formex is a LEVEL 3 BBBEE contributor,
employing over 563 people.
The company, situated in the Nelson Mandela Bay
Metropole, produces a diverse, complex range of
products, for both local market and export. The Pressings
division offers technologies including conventional,
progression and transfer tooling as well as robotic
welded assemblies.
Formex Tubing, a market leader in the manufacturing
and supply of tubular and exhaust-related components.
Our technology includes laser welding, TIG welding, CNC
bending and forming and robotic welding.

www.naacamshow.co.za
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NATIONAL TOOLING INITIATIVE
STAND NO 60

The nature of the Intsimbi National Tooling Initiative
(NTI) Programme partnership between government and
industry is to enable the execution of projects under
strategic programmes of the NTI on a regional and
national basis consisting of:
• Skills Development Programme – to drive
talent-driven innovation;
• Post-Pilot Programme – to facilitate the
transfer of eveloped systems to training and
industry partners; and
• Enterprise Development Programme – to
facilitate competitive supplier network
development.

ADVANCED FASTENING SYSTEMS
MINING
STAND NO 61

JAMSCO AUTOMOTIVE ASSEMBLIES
(PTY) LTD
STAND NO 62

AFS Mining & Industrial is the market leader in the
supply of general industrial and production tools. We are
torque specialists and offer a SANAS torque laboratory,
repairs workshop on all pneumatic and electronic tools
as well as specialised fastening solution technologies.
We supply turn-key projects with the help of PLC
systems and integrated fastening systems.

As a successful entrepreneur supported by the AIDC,
Sodecia and Ford I have an obligation to help create
sustainable employment and be instrumental in
improving our economy. Jamsco was formed by me in
2012 managing an automotive supply business.

We proudly associate ourselves with brands such as
Stanley, Fiam, Ingersol Rand, Gesipa, Sumake, Tranmax
and Jonnesway.

Jamsco provided labour, supervisory, kaizens,
management, safety and quality control services for the
production of welded assemblies which are supplied
directly to the Ford production line.

Our focus is on customer satisfaction and therefore we
are ISO9001 certified.

Jamsco supplies a stamped part which is fitted on the
dash panel of the acclaimed Ford T6 Ranger. Jamsco is
now acquiring a 200 ton press to press both automotive
and allied parts.

NELSON MANDELA BAY MUNICIPALITY
STAND NO 63

EASY PUMP
STAND NO 63

EZI SYSTEMS
STAND NO 63

The Eastern Cape Development Corporation (ECDC) and
Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality (NMBM) have jointly
established Export Helpdesks within the Eastern Cape
in 2015. The Export Helpdesks have a mandate to train,
develop and promote aspiring and existing exporters in
order to increase the value of trade in the region and
grow the number of Eastern Cape Exporters.
ECDC and NMBM remain committed to developing
and strengthening a trade and export service delivery
network with the aim to:

EASYPUMP, an innovative, self-adjusting pressure
transfer system that uses no power supply for your flat
tyre to get you back on the road. It’s the perfect solution
to any flat tyre. It is undeniable that the EASYPUMP can
literally be your lifesaver. It empowers drivers (especially
women) to get back on the road quicker without being
dependent on someone to help them change their flat
tyre! Easypump allows anyone, be it a woman in heels
or a man in a suit, anywhere to inflate their flat tyre in 60
seconds and to extend their journey for another 150 km.

Ezi Systems designs, manufactures, installs
and supplies PRODUCTS & SERVICES
to handle all your stock and inventory.

• Establish and operationalize the Export Helpdesk
in order to implement the Department of Trade and
Industry’s (the dti) National Exporter Development
Programme (NEDP) in the Eastern Cape.
• Provide relevant developmental and promotional
products and services in order to increase the
contribution made by SMME’s to the Eastern Cape’s
economic growth.

We support manufacturers and distributors across
a variety of industries and are able to assist with the
justification and risk assessment for the equipment you
need.
With two decades of industrial experience, Ezi Systems
is at your service. We understand the supply chain,
costing, specifications and durability required to meet
equipment needs.

The two Export Helpdesks are situated in Buffalo City
Municipality (East London and the surrounding area)
and in Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality (Port Elizabeth,
Uitenhage and the surrounding area). The services of the
Export Helpdesk are however available to all aspiring
and existing Eastern Cape exporters.
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We are based in the industrial hub of Port Elizabeth and
have been serving customers across Africa for the past
20 years.

www.naacamshow.co.za

AIDC EASTERN CAPE SOC LTD
STAND NO 64

SJM FLEX SOUTH AFRICA
STAND NO 64

THE AIDC EASTERN CAPE PROVIDES ACCESSIBLE
AND AFFORDABLE WORLD-CLASS SERVICES TO
MANUFACTURERS AND THEIR SUPPLY CHAIN, ACROSS
ALL SECTORS of the economy IN THE AREAS OF: SUPPLY
CHAIN DEVELOPMENT, SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT, SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING AND WELLNESS.

SJM FLEX SA was established in South Africa in March
1997 by SJM CO Ltd, to supply flexible coupling to Ford
on the C170 platform. SJM FLEX SA is 100% owned by
SJM Co Ltd of Korea, and the global company has over
40 years’ experience in the flexible coupling industry.
SJM decoupling solutions – connecting the engine and
the exhaust system.

A wholly owned subsidiary of the Eastern Cape
Development Corporation, the AIDC’s subsidised
technical and manufacturing related services and
shopfloor improvement programmes include World
Class Manufacturing, Total Productive Maintenance,
Cleaner Production, Energy Management, Six Sigma,
Incubation and highly effective Wellness programmes
that boost productivity.

Our products create enhanced driving comfort by
reducing system vibrations and disruptive noises while
also meeting the higheststandards for durability.
At SJM, we are proud to offer high-quality products.
Constant quality controls and extensive tests are part of
our everyday production work.

STATELINE PRESSED METAL
STAND NO 64

Stateline Pressed Metal is a metal stamping
manufacturer specializing in medium to large stamped
metal components for the automotive sector and
diversifying to other sectors.
Stateline Pressed Metal was founded in Queenstown
in 1983, and further expanded its operation in 2005
through an acquisition of the GMSA Press Shop in Port
Elizabeth. This strategic move enabled greater reach to
OEMS.
Stateline Pressed Metal is a 51% black owned company
that has compliance with industry and customer quality
standards with its TS16949 certification. SPM is a proudly
South African owned company that employs 210
employees over two plants.
SPMS delivers a high quality pressed metal component
to the Major OEM’s and other Tier 1 suppliers. Our main
business being stamping but in recent times further
ventured into automated value add assembly processes
to deliver a complete product to major OEM’s. We have
also progressed to stamping of aluminum and stainless
steel pressed parts.

For more info: www.aidcec.co.za

Stateline Pressed Metal also has the resources to design
tools within utilizing their in-house partners and project
managing the manufacture of the tools.

PALOGIX
STAND NO 65

BOSCH
STAND NO 66

Palogix International is a leading business in the design,
supply and management of returnable packaging and
global supply chain solutionsto an extensive range of
industries.

Robert Bosch South Africa, a subsidiary of the Bosch
Group; leads development, innovation and quality.
Production of starter motor, alternators, wiper systems,
wiper motors, fan motors, blower motors, electronic
control units for fuel injection/engine management,
vehicle security systems, fuel pump modules. Brake
system parts.

Founded in South Africa, the success of the company has
transferred to North America, where its proven aproach
and service offerings provide quantifiable operational
cost saving and increased supply chain effeciency to
organisations worldwide.

S4 INTEGRATION
STAND NO 67

S4 are a comprehensively experienced automation
and machine building specialist! With experience,
abroad and locally; S4’s highly qualified engineers and
IT specialists are dedicated to developing the best
possible solutions in both the industrial and commercial
environments; catering to all your automation and
machine building needs.
From simple network installations to complex
Production Line systems; S4’s staff will provide assistance
and advice from the initial automation planning stages
right through to deployment S4 are also agents for a
number of international organizations in the automation
industry.

Using a consultative, collaborative and flexible
approach, Palogix works with companies to develop
solutions that ensure a business can focus on its core
capabilities and not be distracted by operational issues,
such as operational inefficiency and potential exccess
costsassociated with returnable packaging.
Our products and services are able to be integrated
seamlessly into 3PL logistics and support services.

www.naacamshow.co.za
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INNOVA WHEELS
STAND NO 68

GAUTENG TOOLING INITIATIVE
STAND NO 69

WEKABA ENGINEERING
STAND NO 70

Innova Wheels is a BBBEE Level company based in
Durban, KZN. We are a design and manufacture
company of components in the automotive industry.

The Gauteng Tooling Initiative (GTI)is dedicated to
supporting the toolmaking industry through focused
initiatives that aim to the success of South Africa’s
growing manufacturing Industry.

Wekaba Engineering is a manufacturing company
dedicated to consistent innovation to improve our
customers’ competitive edge.

As we align ourselves with Black Industrialist Policy,
51% ownership belongs to Innova Wheels and other
percentage owned by CIMS- represented by Phillip van
der Byl. Negotiations with foreign company to acquire
48% shares are underway.
As a manufacturing company we specialize in new
products such as aluminium alloy wheels, for both
markets OEM and aftermarkets, tyres and other
functional components in the auto industry. However,
the core business of the company is the production of
alloy wheels & tyres.

Gauteng accounts for approximately 60% of national
tooling production capacity; boasting the largest
industrial concentration in South Africa. The Tool; Die
and Mould (TDM) and precision machining Industry is
the foundation for producing the tools required for local
manufacture. If you cannot produce your own tools you
remain a manufacturing “slave” of whoever provides the
design and tools.

Wekaba focuses on producing value added machined
components specifically turned and milled components
for various industries, including Mining, Construction,
Rail, Automotive, Hydraulics and Industrial.
Above high quality, on time service delivery and
optimized product cost, we offer an open partnership
business model with suppliers and customers enabling
optimization through the entire supply chain and a
focused approach to the continual innovation of
products and manufacturing processes, quality and
commitment.
Employees: 180
Quality Rating: ISO 9001
B-BBEE Rating: Level 5 (Revised Codes)

TENNECO RIDE PERFORMANCE
STAND NO 71

PLASTICS SA
STAND NO 72

BRINK TOWING SYSTEMS (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 73

Tenneco is one of the world’s leading designers,
manufacturers and distributors of clean air and ride
performance products and systems for automotive and
the aftermarket. The company is well-balanced across
end-markets, geographic regions, customers, product
lines and vehicle platforms.

Plastics|SA represents the plastics industry of South
Africa. Its members represent all sectors of the South
Afican Plastics Industry including polymer producers
and importers, converters, machine suppliers fabricators
and recyclers. Plastics|SA operates from three centres:
the Head Office in Midrand, Gauteng and the two
regional centres located in Pinetown KZN and in Cape
Town. Plastics|SA provides industry training and drives
the plastics industry Environmental initiative.
For more information: www.plasticsinfo.co.za

BRiNK is a brand which has been around almost as long
as the car: 110 years to be exact and still innovating
when it comes to towing solutions – whether it be a
fixed, removable or retractable type of towbar.

Tenneco’s advanced ride performance technologies
deliver comfort, performance and power to differentiate
its customers’ vehicles. The company’s portfolio of
advanced electronic suspension technologies – known
as Monroe Intelligent Suspension – includes both
adaptive and semi-active suspension systems.
With the strong heritage of the Monroe brand, Tenneco’s
global aftermarket business is a significant growth driver.
Tenneco’s aftermarket brands enjoy leading positions
in the world’s large and established automotive regions
and the company is expanding aggressively in fastgrowing markets.
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Irrespective of what you choose from the BRiNK product
range, you can be assured it has been designed,
engineered and manufactured to integrate with
whatever you’re towing, and whatever vehicle you’re
towing it with. It’s the perfect fit.

SHATTERPRUFE
STAND NO 74

TIKZN
STAND NO 75

BRACEABLE MANUFACTURING
STAND NO 75

Shatterprufe is the leading manufacturer of laminated
and toughened automotive safety glass and the only
OEM automotive glass manufacturer in Southern Africa.
With a staff of compliment of over 1400 local personnel,
Shatterprufe manufactures a wide range of automotive
safety glass products.

Trade and Investment KwaZulu-Natal (TIKZN) is a South
African trade and inward investment promotion agency,
established to specifically promote the Province of
KwaZulu-Natal as a premier investment destination and
to facilitate trade by assisting locally-based business
enterprises to access international markets.

Braceable Manufacturing - Metal pressing up to 500T
(630T from May 2017), assembly, projection welding,
robotic CO2 welding, spot welding, e-coating, roll
forming, CNC wire and pipe bending & tool making.

More than 10 million vehicles around the world are fitted
with genuine Shatterprufe products from one of its three
manufacturing locations in South Africa. Shatterprufe
proudly exports 40% of its more than 3 million quality
products annually, creating and sustaining jobs in South
Africa.

KwaZulu-Natal is home to South Africa’s second largest
economy, with TIKZN geared to promote the Province’s
competitive advantages as a world-class business
investment destination and to encourage trade by
assisting local companies to identify new markets for the
export of their products.
TIKZN is dedicated to creating an environment in
the Province of KwaZulu-Natal that is conducive to
business development and attractive to both local
and international investors. In line with this, the
organization’s intent is to impact significantly on the
socio-economic advancement of KwaZulu-Natal and its
people.

Design and manufacturer tooling required for the
production of components. Latest CATIA software and
has CNC and wirecutting capabilities. This ensures a fully
controlled process from receipt of drawing to finished
goods.
Tooling is also supplied from specific toolrooms in China
Metrology lab with automated weld penetration
verification equipment and CMM 3D Measurement
equipment for safety critical welding, checking Fixture
design and manufacturing capabilities.

SOMTA TOOLS
STAND NO 75

BACKDRAFT RACING
STAND NO 76

CRISP AIR
STAND NO 76

Somta Tools specialises in the manufacture & Supply
of Drills, Reamers, End Mills, Bore Cutters, Taps & Dies,
Toolbits, Solid Carbide Tooling, Carbide Insert Tooling,
Custom Tools and Surface Coatings.

Backdraft Racing is a niche replica brand of the hand
built Cobra® Roadsters manufactured by TR-Tec (Pty)
Ltd. The company was founded in January 2002 by
Mr Tony Martin, an internationally renowned racing
driver and Reg Dodd. The company has three divisions;
Engineering, Composites and Assembly employing
40 permanent staff. These hand built Roadsters are
labour intensive and consequently a great source of job
creation and skills development.

Crisp-Air is a respected manufacturer and distributor
of quality automotive aftermarket air conditioner
(A/C) systems, based in Durban (South Africa), with an
enviable reputation for its product quality and service
levels. We manufacture and distribute a wide range of air
conditioner (A/C) systems applicable to the Passenger,
Light Commercial and Medium / Heavy Commercial
vehicle market segments.

The factory in Pietermaritzburg manufactures 7 000
standard items and a further 3 000 made-to-order items
to serve local markets and export markets in over 70
countries worldwide.
From humble beginnings in 1954 with 20 employees,
Somta has grown into one of the largest cutting tool
manufacturers in the southern hemisphere, operating
from offices and modern manufacturing facilities laid
out over 3 hectares with a complement of over 400
employees.

TR-Tec (Pty) Ltd is the manufacturer of hand built
Backdraft Racing Roadsters and has evolved over
the past few years to become one of the leading
manufacturers of these component automobiles. TR-Tec
(Pty) Ltd has a proven track record in manufacturing
high quality, authentic replica and custom built
Roadsters under the Backdraft Racing brand.
BR Roadsters are made in three models with both left
and right hand drive. TR-Tec (Pty) Ltd currently sells +/120 cars annually based mainly on personal referrals as a
result of Tony Martin’s racing credentials. The majority of
the automobiles built at the Durban factory are exported
to the Backdraft Racing USA distribution dealership in
Florida State.

www.naacamshow.co.za
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MERSETA
STAND NO 77

BBF SAFETY GROUP (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 78

The Manufacturing, Engineering and Related Services
Sector Education and Training Authority (merSETA),
like all SETAs, plays a central role in ensuring that the
National Skills Development Strategy (NSDS) is fulfilled.
The merSETA does not collect levies but instead
receives collected levies from the Department of Higher
Education and Training. Seventy percent of the levies are
disbursed as grants and 10% is kept for administration.

BBF Safety Group (Pty) Ltd. was born from a merger
of some of the most respected safety footwear
manufacturers in South Africa. Boasting 8 brands under
their umbrella; each catering to the various needs;
applications and budgets of the PPE market; BBF Safety
Group offers you a complete safety footwear solution.

The merSETA does not train; instead it facilitates
the process of training by paying grants, registering
moderators and assessors, identifying scarce skills,
accrediting providers, monitoring the quality of training
and implementing projects to close the skills gap.

Brands: Bova; Bronx Safety; Frams; Fuel; Inyati; Lemaitre;
Sisi; Wayne.
www.bbfsafety.com
Info@bbfsafety.com

We strive to ensure sustainability and growth for the
organization by focusing all resources in a direction
which exceeds customer and shareholder expectations
in terms of quality, cost, safety, reliability, service and
long-term profitability.
We will do this by understanding the customer and
shareholders expectations – creating the structures,
systems, knowledge and corporate alignment to support
these expectations.
This alignment will be carried out through constant,
clear communication as well as the setting of key
performance measurements.
Hesto Harnesses assembles and supplies:
• Automotive Wiring Harnesses
• Instrumentation Clusters

Our values -- We Care, We Belong, We Serve -- and the
Skills Development Act are the driving force and form
the basis of our success. In line with our vision of being
“Leaders in Closing the Skills Gap”, the merSETA is
leading in training and the development of artisans.

WEBROY SPRINGS
STAND NO 79

SEALTRON
STAND NO 79

Webroy is located in Pietermaritzburg and was
established in 1975. Webroy supplies various parts into
the automotive sector, such as welded seat frames
assembly, wire formed parts, springs, metal pressing,
seating wires, rod hood stays, head rest stay, etc.

SEALTRON SA was established in 2002.
The business philosophy is driven by our culture.
As a business, we understand the need to excel in all
areas so that we add value to our customers supply
chain. These are the ingredients necessary to contribute
to the micro and macro objectives of the economy.
SEALTRON SA Distributes electronic and electrical
products into South Africa.

NATAL GASKETS
STAND NO 79

We also do Product design, consisting of research &
development, electronic modules, and white goods
Cable harness manufacturing, sub assembly and final
assembly.
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HESTO HARNESS
STAND NO 79
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MICROFINISH
STAND NO 80

ROCK SOLID INDUSTRIES
STAND NO 80

Microfinish is a precision manufacturing facility with a
stock of CNC, Gundrilling and Grinding machines. The
business was established in 1986 and supplies products
to the Automotive, Locomotive, Marine and Aerospace
industries with a global customer base.

Rock Solid Industries PTY (LTD) was established in 2007.
We are a specialized manufacturing company of
Stainless Steel Hardtop Canopies and Automotive
Storage Solutions for the leisure, mining, transport,
construction, and military sectors.

The business has stringent QC and test facilities manned
by aptly qualified and experienced personnel. Emphasis
is placed on optimizing OE dimensional conditions and
the correct use of raw materials, in compliance with
customer specifications.

Our products & solutions are distributed for both
Domestic and International Markets. Our Pat. Pending
CKD (Complete Knock-Down) Technology has
revolutionized the hardtop canopy market, positioning
us as a leading pioneer in this growing sector.
We are ISO 9001:2008 Certified, and RSI SmartCanopy is
approved with major leading Vehicle Manufacturers

The operational objective of the business is to become
a world class, lean manufacturing outfit that thrives on
change and technological innovation while delivering
meticulous products, timeously.

RSi SmartCanopy™
RSI produce a light weight, durable, sleek looking
Stainless Steel Hardtop Canopy that can stand up to the
toughest off-road conditions.
What is CKD
• Complete Knock Down – Flat Pack Solution
• Modular Design
• 5 Key Components for Quick and Easy Assembly
Benefit of CKD
• Replaceable Parts
• Reduced Logistical Costs
• Lowest Life Cycle Costs
• Award Winning Design

CSIR
STAND NO 81 & 82

The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research(CSIR)
undertakes directed, multidisciplinary research and
technological innovation that contributes to the
improved quality of life of South Africans.
The CSIR’s state-of-the-art research infrastructure
includes laboratories, testing facilities, scientific
instruments, equipment, machinery, clean rooms and
pilot plants that enable the translation of research into
solid scientific interventions that contribute to a vibrant
economy and employment opportunities; a capable
state that is able to consistently deliver high-quality
services for all South Africans; economic and social
infrastructure like transport, energy, water resources and
ICT networks, improved health, safer communities and
transformed human settlements.

Rock Solid Industries PTY (Ltd) – Delivering Safe, Smart,
Robust, Quality products.

SCHAEFFLER
STAND NO 83

AVENG TRIDENT STEEL A DIVISION OF
AVENGE AFRICA (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 84

CSIR, NATIONAL CLEANER
PRODUCTION CENTRE
STAND NO 85

Schaeffler products facilitate and shape mobility - as
they have been doing for decades. We have also
continued the development of our expertise from basic
components to complete system solutions.

Aveng Trident Steel is a proven supplier of automotive
steel solutions, with numerous OEM’s and component
manufacturers making up our customer base. We are
geographically well situated to service the automotive
industry with production.

The National Cleaner Production Centre of South Africa
(NCPC-SA) is a national programme that helps industry
to implement resource efficient and cleaner production
(RECP – enabling companies to save through reduced
energy; water and materials usage; and improved waste
management.

Our high-precision products can be found in automobile
drive trains; high-speed trains; wind turbines; and
innovative solutions for aviation and aerospace
applications.

The NCPC-SA is a programme of the Department of
Trade and Industry (the dti) hosted by the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). Since 2010;
it has assisted industrial plants to save R1.7 billion
in energy and resource costs; primarily through its
Industrial Energy Efficiency (IEE) Project.
Details of their subsidised training and services are
available on www.ncpc.co.za

www.naacamshow.co.za
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Automotive Supplier Park
Prime manufacturing location within Gauteng’s Automotive Hub
Strategic Location

Close proximity to OEM plants including Nissan, BMW, Tata, Iveco and Ford.

Shared Infrastructure and Facilities

ICT services, centralised security, logistic services, Conference facilities, canteen,
healthcare facilities, and Gauteng Automotive Learning Centre.

State-of-the-art ICT infrastructure

IP telephony service, broadband internet and email, server access, ICT support,
access control and CCTV monitoring.

World-class production environment

Modern with aesthetically-appealing gardens and common areas.

Turnkey building development

Factories developed to tenant requirements and legislative approvals.

Logistics networks

Access to warehousing and distribution services, a centrally-located container depot,
and railway lines.

Affordable costs of operations

Dynamically-designed factories that are energy efficient and meet ISO standards.

Automotive Technical Support and Productivity Programmes
Enterprise Development and, Skills Development and Training, amongst others.

Automotive Industry Development Centre
Your partner in becoming globally competitive

Contact:
Monica Kissondath
Tel: (+27) 12 564 5033
Cell: (+27) 83 382 5393
Email:mkissondath@aidc.co.za
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The Tshwane Automotive City (TAC) concept was started in 2008, as a shared vision between
Government and the automotive industry, to transform the City of Tshwane into a leading automotive
investment destination.
The development of the TAC concept has been made possible through the partnership between the
Automotive Industry Development Centre, the City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality and Tshwane
Economic Development Agency. While the TAC concept aims to assist the local automotive industry
to become globally competitive by increasing locally manufactured parts and components, it also aims
to boost the Gauteng Province’s economy.
The TAC aims to achieve these by attracting both foreign and local direct investment into a
multi-billion Rand infrastructure programmes that will transform the Rosslyn area into the world’s
largest multi-OEM Automotive City.
The TAC development aims to emulate well established motor cities such as ‘The Autostad’ in
Wolfsburg, Germany and Toyota Automotive City in Japan.
TAC will include:

An advanced logistics and
supply chain network

Schools, Residential
Estates and Malls

Public Environment and
Links

A Community and Civic
Node with parks

The TAC implementation will result in the creation of an economic engine that will thrust the South
African automotive industry into a globally enhanced competitive position. In line with the objectives
of the Automotive Production and Development Programme (APDP) formulated by the DTI, the TAC
programme is also aligned to the Premier of Gauteng, David Makhura’s multi-pillar programme which
include, radical transformation, modernisation and reindustrialisation of Gauteng Province.
For more information on the TAC Development Project update visit www.aidc.co.za

The TAC Programme is
made possible through a
partnership beween:
TAC Project Management Office Contact:
www.naacamshow.co.za

Renny Malungane
Project Manager: Special Projects
Tel: 012 564 5287
55
Email: rmalungane@aidc.co.za

ISRINGHAUSEN OF SA (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 86

ISRINGHAUSEN is the global market leader in the
development and manufacture of innovative seating
systems for commercial vehicles.
Our products are used in trucks, buses, trains and
construction equipment. 50 plants across 20 countries
form the backbone of our manufacturing infrastructure.

MPACT PLASTIC CONTAINERS
STAND NO 87

Mpact Plastic Containers is a manufacturer of practical
and durable containers and solutions that are
designed to function efficiently within the Southern
African Industrial; automotive; retail; agricultural and
environmental markets.
The objective is to offer solutions that move away
from outdated; single trip disposable packaging
and to develop instead an array of multi-trip; reusable containers that constitute the largest range of
Returnable Transit Packaging (RTP) systems in South
Africa. Thereby improving the efficiency; reliability and
cost effectiveness of supply chain.

T-SYSTEMS
STAND NO 89, 90, 94, 95, 96 & 100

FORTINET
STAND NO 89, 90, 94, 95, 96 & 100

T-Systems South Africa forms part of the Deutsche
Telekom group of companies.

From the start, the Fortinet vision has been to deliver
broad, truly integrated, high-performance security
across the IT infrastructure.

This puts the company in a unique position to combine
Information Technology and Telecommunications into
replicable, cost effective solutions.
Since its inception in South Africa 20 years ago,
T-Systems has cemented its position as one of the most
successful companies in the Deutsche Telekom group
outside of Europe.
With a head office located in Midrand and a second
major office in Cape Town, T-Systems South Africa is the
largest ICT un-outsourcer in South Africa, as well as the
biggest SAP partner in South Africa.

We provide top-rated network and content security, as
well as secure access products that share intelligence
and work together to form a cooperative fabric. Our
unique security fabric combines Security Processors,
an intuitive operating system, and applied threat
intelligence to give you proven security, exceptional
performance, and better visibility and control--while
providing easier administration.

JR Moldes is a Portuguese Mould maker, our core
business is plastic injection mould manufacturing and
supporting automotive and non-automotive product
fabrication.
At JR Moldes we have established ourselves globally
based on our reputation within the Automotive Industry.
We are proud to be part of the pioneers in the tooling
industry in South Africa, growing the market sector by
empowering its people.

FUJITSU
STAND NO 89, 90, 94, 95, 96 & 100

The evolving nature of every business means changes,
enhancements and upgrades to its data center
infrastructure. Businesses are finding data center
upgrades to be not only disruptive but also costly.
There is a constant need to re-train and re-skill data
center staff in order to effectively manage applications
whilst ensuring data availability, security and energy
consumption optimization. Not to mention maintaining
compliance and service level agreements.
Fujitsu South Africa’s approach to Servers, Mainframes,
Storage and Integrated Systems offers the flexibility
to tailor data center technologies to our customer’s
specific requirements. We provide the benefits of secure,
robust, future-proofed technologies from a single
source supported by a unique, consultative approach.
This ensures you get exactly what your organisation
demands bringing true business value to companies.

T-Systems offers a range of solutions including
automotive that will improve the relationship between
car manufacturers with its customer.
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JRM TOOLING
STAND NO 88
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SAMSUNG
STAND NO 89, 90, 94, 95, 96 & 100

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspires the world and
shapes the future with transformative ideas and
technologies. The company is redefining the worlds of
TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, cameras,
digital appliances, medical equipment, network systems,
and semiconductor and LED solutions.
For the latest news, please visit Samsung Newsroom
at http://news.samsung.com.

TRENSTAR
STAND NO 91

TrenStar South Africa (Pty) Ltd Founded in 1992, TrenStar
is a leader in the supply and management of returnable
rental packaging in every market sector.
Accomplished in the active management of its own- and
clients’ mobile fleets and fixed assets, TrenStar presents
supply chain insights through the tracking of packaging
and inventory based on location data. Specialised in
track-and-trace, RFID, barcoding and packaging design
services; our solutions are supported by scalable and
integrated technology.

MOTUL TECH
STAND NO 92

MotulTech is the industrial lubricants arm of Motul.
By using a cutting fluid or a maintenance lubricant
from MotulTech; our industrial customer gets the
guarantee of a tailor made solution aimed at increasing
productivity. MotulTech formulates its products with
the highest quality base materials; well-known for their
performances and complying with the highest health;
safety and environmental regulations.

www.trenstar.co.za
info@trenstar.co.za
0860TrenStar
+27 12 676 3300

RICHARDS BAY IDZ
STAND NO 93

ATLANTIS FOUNDRIES
STAND NO 97

AUTOCAST SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 98

The Richards Bay Industrial Development Zone (RBIDZ)
is a purpose-built and secure industrial estate on the
North-Eastern coast of KwaZulu-Natal, linked to the
international deep-water port of Richards Bay. It is
tailored for manufacturing of goods and production of
services to boost beneficiation, investment, economic
growth and the development of skills and employment.

For the best part of 40 years; globally renowned Atlantis
Foundries; has remained consistent across the worldclass standards it has become known for. Supplying
predominantly heavy-duty engine blocks for some
of the world’s leading truck OEMs including Daimler;
MAN; Cummins; and Perkins; the business boasts one of
the largest Foundry capabilities for engine parts in the
world. Using the latest technology; skilled personnel;
robust and streamlined processes; and with a full
Machining facility and Business Park; Atlantis Foundries
has a melting capacity of 125;000 tonnes per annum;
and is able to cast up to 188;000 moulds per year.

Long established and renowned brand in the
automotive sector, Autocast manufactures cast iron
and machined iron and aluminium components to
the automotive sector from well-located plants in Port
Elizabeth. Autocast offers machining and technical
support for tooling design and development from its inhouse Design & Engineering Centre of excellence.
Autocast plants are certified ISO 9001:2008, ISO
14001:2004 and TS 16949:2009.

The RBIDZ, deemed to be Special Economic Zone
(SEZ), aims to encourage international competitiveness
through world-class infrastructure as well as tax, VAT and
duty free incentives to qualifying entities.
The RBIDZ strategy is to cluster downstream
manufacturing businesses around the existing major
industries already based in the City of uMhlathuze.
The RBIDZ is geared to provide significant contribution
to the country’s economic growth through creation
of employment opportunities, upgrading the
skills, technology transfer, deepening economic
empowerment, and broadening of South Africa’s basket
of export products. Focus on the following sectors:
Metals Beneficiation (Aluminium, Iron Ore & Titanium),
Port Optimisation (Ship Building & Repair, Oil & Gas),
Renewable Energy (Solar, Fuel Cells Biomass), ICT
(Techno-parks, Innovations Hub) and Agro-processing.

www.naacamshow.co.za

Autocast vision is to be a sustainable supplier of cast and
machined components focusing on quality, delivery,
cost, communication and excellence.
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SP METAL FORGINGS
STAND NO 99

SUMITOMO RUBBER
STAND NO 101

TEREX MHPS (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 102

SP Metal Forgings specializes in manufacturing hot
forged precision steel components for the automotive
sector, for OEMs, tier one and two manufacturers and
for passenger, light, medium and heavy commercial
vehicles.

Sumitomo Rubber South Africa is owned by Japanese
listed company Sumitomo Rubber Industries Ltd (SRI),
a global leader in the tyre industry. SRI is ranked the
world’s sixth-largest producer of automotive tyres and
industrial rubber products with manufacturing plants in
7 countries around the world.

Terex MHPS is the provider of Demag cranes,
enjoying a leading position in globally growing
markets. The Johannesburg-based South African
division of Terex MHPS specialises in the design
and manufacture of cranes and components for
industry. The Demag KBK light crane system has
been prominent in all the South African automotive
manufacturing plants for over 60 years.

SP Metal Forgings has two production facilities in South
Africa making >3million parts annually & offering a
variety of vertical forging, horizontal upsetting and
machining processes, including heat treatment,
metallurgical and die making capabilities.
SP Metal Forgings is a global supplier of towing
equipment, exhaust flanges and both raw and machined
transmission, drive line, steering and wheel end
components, proudly achieving 100% local content.

The South African plant in Ladysmith currently produces
passenger, sport utility vehicle and light truck tyres
and distribute the Dunlop, Falken and Sumitomo
Tyres brands to 48 countries in Africa. SRSA employs
1300 people across the country and is the leading tyre
manufacturer in SA with a strong people focus – in our
company and our communities.

SMITHS METAIR INVESTMENTS
STAND NO 103

ATE (CONTINENTAL TEVES AG & CO
OHG)
STAND NO 103

FIRST NATIONAL BATTERY
STAND NO 103

Metair Investments Limited (Metair) is a publicly
owned company listed on the Johannesburg Securities
Exchange. Headquartered in Johannesburg; it holds and
manages a portfolio of companies that manufacture and
distribute products predominantly for the automotive
industry.

Alfred Teves Brake Systems (Pty) Ltd
A comprehensive range of ATE* branded brake pads,
brake discs, brake shoes and brake drums is available
in Southern Africa from Alfred Teves Brake Systems, a
METAIR owned company. ATE is a registered Trademark
of Continental Teves AG & Co, oHG and/or its affiliates in
Germany and other countries.

First National Battery = Manufacturer of lead acid
batteries for use in automotive, mining motive power,
standby, surface traction, forklift, mining and cycling
applications.

ATE SA takes pride in the quality management systems
that are in place at their manufacturing facility in
Boksburg, including ISO 9001:2008, ISO TS 16949, ISO
14001 and OHSAS 18001. A technical training and
support team focus on fitment centres and general
repair workshops.
ATE SA has the international e-mark regulatory approval
on a wide range of products. The brand is represented
by major aftermarket parts distribution channels.
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LUMOTECH
STAND NO 103

SMITHS MANUFACTURING
STAND NO 103

AUTOMOLD
STAND NO 103

Lumotech has a BBBEE level 3 rating which is supported
by Metair’s full empowerment status. Royal Bafokeng
Holdings (RBH) acquired an equity stake in Metair
with the deal being concluded in November 2006 and
becoming effective in early January 2007.

Smiths Manufacturing (Pty) Ltd, is a leading Automotive
Component Manufacturing Company based in Durban,
South Africa. Our product range and technologies
encompass Air-Conditioning and Engine Cooling System
Products and Components. We maintain contracts with
most major South African Motor Manufacturing Plants,
with direct exports to Europe, the United Kingdom, as
well as indirect exports.

AUTOMOULD (PTY) Ltd, a subsidiary of Metair
Investments Limited, has produced plastic injection
moulded parts since 1977. Nearly a million plastic
components are produced each month. Plastic products
range from large, complex, thin-walled mouldings and
aesthetic parts to complex 2K mouldings.

The name Lumotech is synonymous with quality and
reliability. Manufactured products cover the Original
Equipment, replacement and aftermarket segments.
The Lumotech automotive product range consists
of headlights, tail lights, spot lights, signal lights and
specialized plastic injection mouldings.
The commercial range consists of energy efficient
streetlights and warehouse lights marketed under the
Envirolight brand.

Our production facilities meet Customer Global Quality
Standards and Specifications, supported by International
ISO and TS Accreditation. Integrated Manufacturing
Systems, including computer-driven SPC, is supported
by Kanban Systems throughout all processes. In-processautomated quality checks (Poke Yoke) ensure that
International Standards are consistently met.

SUPREME SPRING
STAND NO 103

UNITRADE
STAND NO 103

Supreme Spring is engaged in the designing,
manufacture, marketing and supply of quality heattreated steel components to the local and international
automotive market.

Unitrade 745 manufactures and supplies most types of
PVC insulated copper cables for the automotive industry
and is an independent company within the Metair
Group.

Manufacturing leaf and coil springs, torsion and
stabiliser bars of the highest quality to the market.
The Company will direct its efforts towards continual
improvement in the professional management of all its
resources and appropriate use of available technology
to meet internationally accepted levels of quality and
productivity in order to supply the South African and
international market.

It is a second-tier supplier to Toyota SA and General
Motors, and also supplies into the aftermarket sector.
Unitrade also has a unique patented Axia range of
products.

Supreme Spring aims to be recognized as a leader in its
field, in terms of quality service and price.”

The company places major focus on human capital,
transformation and social & corporate responsibility.
Unitrade are committed to customer satisfaction
through the implementation and certification of
international management systems.

An equipped, in-house, laboratory conducts intensive
functional and quality testing of products to assure
compliance to specification.
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Automould also run a highly technical paint plant and
Chrome Plating plants, where plastic components
such as door handles, trims and grilles are painted
and matched to vehicle colour. The 2 Chrome plants
specialise in microporous and micro crack chrome
plating onto plastic trim components such as door
handles, grilles and mirror covers.

AUTO INDUSTRIAL GROUP
STAND NO 104

Auto Industrial Group (Pty) Ltd; situated in Kempton
Park; South Africa; is an integrated provider of machining
and assembly; iron castings and hot steel forgings of
various automotive components.
The Company’s product portfolio includes a broad range
of chassis products; including brake discs; steering
knuckles; brake drums; hubs; wheel carriers; differential
housings; flywheels; pinions; side gears and corner
modules.
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HUDSON RUBBER
STAND NO 105

AUTOVEST
STAND NO 106

Hudson Rubber (Pty) Ltd was founded in 1959 in
Pretoria, South Africa and is a well- known brand in the
industry. We are the largest manufacturer of extruded
rubber products in Africa, and processes over 100 Mt of
material per month. We have 120 permanent employees,
the capacity to process in excess of 500 Mt per month in
our ISO 9001 accredited production facilities located in
Pretoria West and Babelegi.

Autovest is a wholly owned subsidiary of Kap Diversified
and is the largest supplier of Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) automotive accessories in
South Africa. Autovest owns the brands, trademarks,
manufacturing entities and distribution rights for Auto
Armor, Kilber, Rhino Linings and SA Canopy, and has
proven itself as a reliable partner to the automotive
industry.

Our production capacity includes 3 Internal mixers, 5
Continuous vulcanization extrusion lines, 2 Autoclave
cure extrusion lines,16 Gasket joining stations, 1 rubber
sheet calendar. We have a technical partner in China
which is also an Accredited OEM supplier.

Autovest is strategically bringing together these world
class range of products and brands under one roof. Our
mission is to position Autovest as the preferred partner
to the motor groups and motor dealers by offering top
quality motor accessories, fitted and supported by a
comprehensive national network of reliable and efficient
owner managed fitment centres.

G.U.D. HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 108

CEFAMOL
STAND NO 109

G.U.D. Holdings; leaders in automotive products.
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Cefamol is a non-profit making organisation whose main
objective is the development of the moulds industry in
Portugal. We represent the industry in negotiations with
the Government and other official organisations and our
sphere of operation includes the promotion of the moulds
industry, technological research, professional work training
and the exchange of technical and scientific information
with other institutions working in the same area both in
Portugal and abroad.
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KAP AUTOMOTIVE
STAND NO 107

CR MOULDS
STAND NO 109

CR Moldes is recognized in the demanding high precision
sector for the excellent solutions it offers. The company
is equipped with state-of-the-art technology and its staff
is highly skilled to address even the most demanding
requests.

E& T
STAND NO 109

EXPORTOOLS
STAND NO 109

The group E&T / AFR (Engineering and Moldmaking
Group) concentrates the activity of its companies in the
engineering, development, production and export of
injection molds for the plastics industry for the most
diversified branches and markets.

E.P.P.T. – EXPORTOOLS-PORTUGUESE TOOLS, ACE, is
an organization created by three Portuguese mould
makers, directed towards the plastic industry, fulfilling the
identified need of achieving a scale compatible with the
characteristics of markets with a critical dimension.

MOLIPREX
STAND NO 109

AVANGEST COMPANY With its name linked to the
Portuguese Mould industry since its foundation in
January1986, MOLIPOREX is an innovative company with a
deep knowledge in mould manufacturing for the injection
of thermoplastics.
Using the most advanced technologies, MOLIPOREX is
an expert in the engineering and manufacturing of highquality moulds and components, for demanding industries
such as the automotive industry, electronics, medical,
packaging and others.

WILLARD BATTERIES
STAND NO 110

BMW SOUTH AFRICA
STAND NO 111

OEM OUTSOURCING
STAND NO 112

TM

Willard is a proud brand which combines technology
and a quest for perfection to bring you a battery of
peerless standing.
Willard concentrated initially on the manufacture of
automotive batteries under licence of ESB America, and
won an enviable reputation for excellence in product
quality. In 1981, Willard Batteries became a 100% South
African owned company, and has worked hard to
establish a reputation as a premium product.
Willard Batteries manufactures and supplies a
comprehensive range of premium quality automotive
batteries to the OE and replacement markets with a 25
month warranty across its range, and is rated amongst
consumers as their favourite well-loved and respected
battery brand of choice.

As a premium vehicle manufacturer, BMW South Africa’s
participation will not only highlight its close cooperation
with the supply and service industry but will also focus
on the following:
• New vehicle for plant Rosslyn. Special focus on the
investment of R6 billion into Plant Rosslyn to start
producing the All-New BMW X3 as at 2018.
• Supplier development, incubation activities.
• Showcase BMW - activities to increase the participation
of Black Owned suppliers in BMW’s supply chain.

OEM Outsourcing was founded in 2014. The core mission
for the company was to position itself to take advantage
of the current trend within the South African OEM base,
towards outsourcing of “none core” business areas. This
will be achieved by comprising specialist project teams
of industry specific subject matter experts. Typical areas
where such opportunities exist have been identified as:
Company Fleet Management, Vehicle Technical Launch
Preparation & Press Fleets, Driver Training, Aftersales
(various).
In addition to providing teams of subject specific
experts, OEM Outsourcing offers the OEM’s BBBEE
compliance opportunities. With effect from 01 March
2017, OEM Outsourcing assumed responsibility for the
BMW Driving Experience on an outsourced basis.
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TAPPO INDUSTRIES
STAND NO 113

TRACEABILITY SOLUTIONS
STAND NO 114

TOYOTA TSUSHO AFRICA (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 115

Tappo Industries is a well established BBBEE rated South
African owned company operating from the Automotive
Supplier Park in Rosslyn since 2006.

Traceability Solutions are the leaders in the field of
Marking, Identification, and Traceability. Our solutions
give our clients Brand Protection, Accountability,
Authentication, Traceability and many more important
business requirements in this day and age.

Toyota Tsusho Africa (Pty) Ltd (TTAF), established in
1999 as a trading and supply-chain specialist, is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Toyota Tsusho Corporation (TTC).
TTAF is a multi-business enterprise, strategically located
to ensure optimal service and delivery output to our
customers.

We supply a range of paint shop and clean-room
consumable products to the medical industry and
various OEM vehicle manufacturers and their allied
suppliers across South Africa.
Our products include lint-free/anti-static and polycotton garments (overalls) made to order; imported
high quality tack cloths; lint-free body panel prep cloths;
as well as custom made lint-free robot covers made
to order. We also offer a commercial laundry service
supplying most Gauteng based OEM’s.

From basic handheld marking tools to the most
sophisticated Pin, Laser and Inkjet solutions for every
manufacturer and application. We are the ONLY
company worldwide to have ALL this in one business.
With a collective experience of over 100 years, we have
the expertise to confidently advise you on the best
track and trace or identification solution, to fit your
application as well as your budget
Traceability Solutions – www.tracesol.co.za – 010
020 7220

Our Service Offering includes:
• Business management, vehicle and parts distribution,
marketing and after sales support to TTC’s distributor
network in Africa
• Global sourcing of products/material, including a large
range of steel, machinery and spare parts
• Warehousing and storage facilities
• Clearing and forwarding services
• Engineering and machinery installations
• Wheel & Tyre assembly
• Scrap metal recycling
Offices are located in Johannesburg and Durban.

GEOTAB AFRICA
STAND NO 116

ENTSA - NELSON MANDELA
METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY
STAND NO 117

GEOTAB utilities patented technology and market
leading innovation to provide business with a fleet
management solution to ensure safer driving; higher
productivity levels from your mobile assets and
increased productivity; ensuring you have the best
systems today whilst being scale-able for the future.

eNtsa is internationally recognized as a hub of
innovation. We are based at Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University with strong strategic relations
with the Technology Innovation Agency and the
Department of Science and Technology.

This is Management by Measurement; through “Smarter
Tracking for Smarter Fleets”; premium tracking at
affordable prices.Customized to cover your fleet needs
today.

eNtsa continuously strives to enhance technology
innovation and to stimulate a climate of sustainable
socio-economic growth in South Africa.

Scalable to cover your needs tomorrow, we have an
extensive footprint across Africa and the Middle East;
ensuring you can manage and monitor any of your fleets
from anywhere in the world.
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COLLEGE OF PRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGY (CPT)
STAND NO 118

The College of Production Technology (CPT) is an award
winning Training Institution that offers accredited
training in the manufacturing, production, distribution
and related industries of South Africa.
CPT was named runner up as the Small Business
Champion 2015 by the National Small Business Chamber
and also runner up as Best Training Provider (overall)
2015 by the SA Board of People Practices.
CPT also received 2 Achiever Awards for ‘Best Training
Programme by a Small Company’ in 2012 and 2013.
CPT is the preferred training provider of many blue
chip companies in the manufacturing industry of South
Africa.
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AIDC GAUTENG
STAND NO 119

The AIDC is a leading implementation agency within
Gauteng provincial government, having pioneered
numerous world-first automotive projects. The AIDC
prides itself as a world-class organisation which
specialises in Skills Development and Training, Supplier
& Enterprise Development, Incubation Programmes,
Management of Incentive Programmes, and offers stateof-the-art manufacturing support facilities- Automotive
Supplier Park in Rosslyn.
www.aidc.co.za

TENTE CASTORS SOUTH AFRICA (PTY)
LTD
STAND NO 120

TENTE Castors (Germany) have been working to improve
an invention that has moved man for five thousand
years: the Wheel.
We are a self-sufficient business with state-of-the-art
injection moulding; metal pressing; forming; turning;
welding; tool room and assembly facilities. The locally
produced high quality products are used extensively in
the Automotive and Component Manufacturing industry
domestically and internationally.
Our products are manufactured to the same EN; BS;
ISO and TENTE quality standards and we have ISO 9002
accreditation (1993) and ISO 9001: 2000 certification
(2003).
Manufacturing flexibility allows customised products to
be available in a short space of time.

RETAIL MOTOR INDUSTRY
ORGANISATION (RMI)
STAND NO 121

The Retail Motor Industry Organisation (RMI) is
the largest employer- and business representative
organisation in the South African retail motor industry,
with 7 500 member establishments representing all
sectors of the retail motor industry as well as the vehicle
body building and component manufacturing sectors.
The RMI is a registered employers’ organisation in terms
of the Labour Relations Act and is the largest employer
party to the Motor Industry Bargaining Council (MIBCO),
and promotes the implementation of training initiatives
through the MerSETA / W&R Seta / TETA.
The business and trade interests of RMI members are
served by the Organisation’s Constituent Associations
that represent the various industry sectors. The spectrum
of business activities and interests represented by the
RMI’s Constituent Associations, is an indication of the
wide diversity of activities in the automotive retail sector.

ABR MAGAZINE
STAND NO 122

ALTECH NETSTAR
STAND NO 123

UEC
STAND NO 123

Automotive Business Review (aBr); published by
Litage Publishing; is South Africa’s premier automotive
aftermarket publication - bringing words to action to
this vital segment of the South African economy - in
print; digital and radio.

Altech Netstar pioneered the stolen vehicle tracking and
recovery (SVR) industry in South Africa over 22 years ago.
We have an extensive infrastructure that includes our
legendary private and exclusive ground and air recovery
teams.

UEC is the largest electronics manufacturing facility in
South Africa. UEC is a ISO:TS16949 accredited facility,
including Surface Mount Technology for the population
of PCB, Plastic Injection Moulding, Water based Paint
Plant and Printing. UEC has final integration, assembly
and software testing facilities.

We are at the forefront of technological innovation. Our
proficiency in this area is underscored by numerous
awards and enables us to offer the widest range of
vehicle telematics solutions. With our focus on safety;
efficiency and security; we develop and tailor affordable
solutions for ever-evolving market and customer
requirements.
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UEC is positioned to enter the automotive market either
as a first tier or second tier supplier. UEC is developing
working relationships with global electronic IP holders
to become their local manufacturing partner in order
to support the automotive localization program. UEC
would be interested in any opportunities that might be
available.
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CRH AFRICA AUTOMOTIVE
STAND NO 124

ADIENT SOUTH AFRICA
STAND NO 125 & 126

DEUTSCHE AFRIKA-LINIEN
STAND NO 127

A respected Container Ship Operator in the Trade
between Europe and Southern Africa, combines
traditional values with modern thinking.
CRH-AFRICA AUTOMOTIVE a leader in the field of metal
pressed components, flanges and automotive seating.
Over 50 years’ worth of experience and manufacturing
plants in four locations in South Africa, CRH_Africa is well
positioned to serve the demanding needs of the modern
automotive supply chain. CRH-Africa is a Joint Venture
Company between Johnson Controls (Automotive
Seating Division) and Pasdec Automotive Technologies
(Pty) Ltd.
CRH-Africa boasts modern manufacturing plants with
three located in the automotive hub of Port Elizabeth
and one in Johannesburg. With a staff complement of
more than 700 personnel, CRH-Africa manufactures over
15 million automotive components per year.

Adient; formerly known as Johnson Controls; is now a
new, independent, publicly traded company as from on
October 31, 2016.
Adient is firmly positioning itself as the global leader in
automotive seating, through leadership in cost, quality,
launch execution and customer satisfaction; leveraging
our capabilities to drive growth.
With a core product portfolio of modular components,
Adient can tailor its offering based on the customer’s
individual needs – from a single component to a
complete seating system.
Adient has full-service global design; engineering and
manufacturing departments. From design to product
launch, the company’s in-house seating capabilities are
unparalleled.

A founder member of the Southern Africa Europe
Service (SAECS), displaying the traditional funnel
colours, we have become a sign of continuity and
reliability. Offering named day, weekly departures, in a
vessel sharing agreement (VSA), we operate 8 modern
Container vessels, built for the South Africa Trade.
A trusted supplier to two OEM’s and a number of sub
suppliers, DAL understands the stringent logistics needs,
of the South African Automotive industry. Having an
experienced local Agency organization, with five offices
country wide, we are known, for our reliability and
attention to detail, DAL is a natural partner of choice to
the discerning shipper, expecting exceptional service.

PROMASK
STAND NO 130

THEBE UNICO
STAND NO 131

HELLERMANTYTON
STAND NO 132

ProMask SA specializes in masking for the local surface
treatment industry. We supply a wide variety of silicone
plugs and caps; as well as high temperature- and
chemically-resistant masking tape.

Thebe Unico (Pty) Ltd is a 100% black owned subsidiary
of Thebe Investment Corporation (Pty) Ltd and a level
3 Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE)
contributor, with Empowering Supplier Status.

Design and manufacturing made to print plastic
injection mould parts and accessories.

These products are well-suited for wet coatings; as
well as demanding surface treatments, such as Powder
Coating; E-coating and Anodizing; amongst others.
ProMask’s masking service will provide unique masking
solutions to your production line; cutting down on
masking time; labour costs and work piece quality
failures which result in rework.

A leading supplier of engine coolant and brake fluid
to manufacturers/OEMS, global oil companies and
independent distributors in the automotive industry,
with more than 50 years of service and product
excellence.
The company has established a lubricant filling line
to support large lube oil blending plants with extra
capacity and handle product that is inefficient from their
plant.
The services offered to our customers range from “first
fill” business aftersales/ retail. Our services include the
procurement of bulk raw materials/product, contract
blending, filling, packaging and delivering to customer
requirements.
Strategically located at the Port of Durban, with bulk
storage facilities and plant capacity thus providing scale
and easy access to foreign markets.
Thebe Unico has an impeccable safety record with more
than 7000 hours without lost time to injury.
We are ISO14001 and ISO TS 16949 certified.
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Innovation and teamwork are essential to provide
reliable; cost effective and high quality products.
Our advanced engineering structure offers weight
reduction and part consolidation to maximize efficiency
and minimize installation times. HellermannTyton is
skilled and experienced working within all tiers of the
automotive industry.
Our state-of the art manufacturing facility is BBBEE
compliant with ISO TS accreditation.
We celebrated 50 years of serving Sub-Sahara Africa.

REDDOT
STAND NO 133

QUBUKA
STAND NO 133

WHO ARE WE?

Qubuka Trading Enterprise cc. was established in
2009. We are located at 19 Power Drive, Prospecton,
Isipingo, 4115. This company was created by Historically
Disadvantaged Persons (HDP). We have a shareholding
of 50% Black male and 50% Black female, and have a
level one B-BBEE status.

We specialize in door to door moving of automobiles.
Our 5 years of combined experience enables us to grow
in this competitive field; understanding the importance
of safety, time management; proper communication and
ensuring customer satisfaction.
OUR TEAM
We consist of well-trained, experienced drivers on call;
effective management and organizational structure to
ensure a smooth transaction.

The company offers general cleaning, garden and
integrated waste services. Our mission is to provide
high excellence at competitive rates within the cleaning
services industry thus ensuring that Qubuka Trading
Enterprise cc becomes a contractor that is capable of
partnering within the public and private sectors.

OUR SERVICES

MANELISE GROUP
STAND NO 133

Manelise Group established in 2009 by founder,
Thamsanqa Ngcobo. The relationship between Manelise
and TSAM started in 2013 providing Integrated Facilities
Management Services at the JIG Cleaning Facility,
resulting in Manelise Group being the first black owned
company to provide (TSAM) with Paint stripping
services.
In 2015 Manelise Group received an award for
“Improved service provider”. All credit due to Manelise
group employees dedication and hard work.
Company has 25 permanent staff, 85% of which are in
line with government’s priority of focusing on youth
employment in SA.

•From manufactures to dealership
•Dealer to dealer for inter-dealership swaps
• Depo, Warehouses and auctioneers to their customers
• Fleet delivery
• Dealer to customer
• Yard management storage

Manelise Group is a Level 1 BBB-EE Contributor

PYB
STAND NO 134

IJ COMPONENTS
STAND NO 135

RAPID TRUCK BODIES
STAND NO 135

The Progressive Youth in Business (PYB) is forum geared
towards championing BLACK YOUTH entrepreneurship
through targeted programmes that would collectively
address the unemployment problem among the youth
by providing them with opportunities to develop their
leadership skills, training in marketable job orientated
skills, and access to resources and linkages needed to
realize their potential as young social and economic
entrepreneurs.

I.J. Components is a manufacturer of automotive
components. Its prime products are vehicle seat covers
and various items for vehicle interiors.

Rapid Truck Bodies has been manufacturing quality
products for the past 29 years.

The survey continues to cite that the youth
unemployment constitutes 73% of the total
unemployment rate in the country. In parallel to this
phenomenon, is the fact that there are significant
challenges for young black entrepreneurs to acquire
and grow business opportunities. The PYB sees itself
as a catalyst whose sole aim is to unlock economic
opportunities for young black South Africans and grow
their businesses into economic power.

The Company is an incorporated BEE (Black
Empowerment Employer) company which provides it
with advantages in the current economic climate by
being supported by local and national authorities.
Advantages offered by IJC to existing and potential
customers are: A deep understanding of the African
vehicle manufacturing sector:
• Ongoing business in the automotive sector
• Close to Durban international airport and major
shipping lines and harbor
• ISO9001: 2008 certification
• Stable workforce
• Effective labor rates when compared with other
Countries.
• Ability and skills to consider other products within the
automotive, soft furniture and allied industries.
• Available manufacturing capacity within present
location and availability of expansion..

IJC are an acknowledged component supplier to the
South African vehicle manufacturing industry including
Toyota and hold the necessary quality standards to
meet their requirements together with those of other
industries.
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We have a vast product range, including but not limited
to Insulated & Refrigerated bodies, Cattle bodies and All
types of heavy duty trailers.
Our motto “Built to customer specifications” has allowed
us to deliver quality products to satisfied customers at a
Rapid pace.
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GACA AFRICA HOLDINGS
STAND NO 136

LIZWE LIQUID FUELS
STAND NO 137

SL DIAMOND TOOLS
STAND NO 137

Our Vision

Lizwe Liquid Fuels (LLF) is a South African based supplier
of oil, gas and polymer based products, with a level 1
BEE rating according to South African standards.

Manufacturers of PCD, PCBN Tools and Inserts for
machining of ferrous, non-ferrous and hardened steel
applications and Carbide tools. We also manufacture
a whole range of Diamond Dressers from Single to
Multipoint, Fliesen and Diaform dressers

To be a world class manufacture!
Mission
To be the most preferred supplier to our customers,
providing the best quality products, service at the most
competitive price and at the right time every time

Our focus is in supply of fuel, lubricants, gas, polymer
products to different sectors such as Automotive,
Rail, Aviation, Bunkering, industrial and Others. We
also import and export specialised products with our
strategic partners.

Our Services:
•Fabrication 			
•Laser Cutting
•CnC Machining 			
•Plasma Cutting
•Tooling 				
•Water Jet Cutting

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND
INDUSTRY
STAND NO 138

CATALYTIC CONVERTER INDUSTRY
STAND NO 139

Supply chain partners in the catalytic convertor industry
are collaborating to showcase the impact of the industry
on the South African economy, as well as the importance
of supporting incentives that will result in the long term
sustainability of its presence in South Africa.
From substrate suppliers through to coaters and
canners, this exhibition aims to highlight the strategic
importance of local production meeting global
sustainability and industry requirements. In support
of NAACAM’s transformation goals and initiatives,
opportunities for black South African entrepreneurs will
also be showcased.
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STATSOFT
STAND NO 140

ZEALOUS AUTOMOTIVE
STAND NO 141

ENGELI
STAND NO 142

AMETEX
STAND NO 143

Engeli’s status as a 51% Black Owned Fund Manager;
positions us well to provide Industry or Company
specific BBBEE Solutions; with an emphasis on the
priority elements of Skills Development; Ownership;
Supplier and Enterprise Development - incorporating
BEE Procurement.

Ametex is the partner for MAGMASOFT and SIGMASOFT
simulation software which optimises casting and
injection moulding processes in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Given our substantial experience in business incubation
and supply chain optimisation; we assist large and small
manufacturers; assemblers and distributors with the
development of their Suppliers; to meet world class
quality; cost and delivery requirements; while promoting
transformation.

Ametex also provides FEA/CFD integration with
manufacturing processes to optimise product design
and performance.
Our core strength is to provide all relevant industries
with the tools and know-how to remain competitive in
the global market of manufacturing and design.

THEKWINI WIRE FASTENERS
STAND NO 144

KHOLEKA ENGINEERING
STAND NO 144

EAST LONDON IDZ
STAND NO 145, 146 & 147

Thekwini Wire is a Light Engineering company. Thekwini
Wire operates in a highly specialised sector of the Wire
Industry.

Kholeka Engineering (Pty) Ltd is a proudly South
African, Level 1 value added BEE (Black Economic
Empowerment) rated company that was established
in 2003. We specialise in the manufacturing of trailers
and truck bodies. Our BEE status qualifies us as an
empowered supplier to the government and corporate
clients, affording them a 135% procurement spend
advantage. We are 100% owned by Black owned and
managed ISIPHO CAPITAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD

The ELIDZ is a prime industrial park in South Africa;
perfectly positioned for light industry manufacturers.
The zone is specially developed for growth
oriented manufacturers in search of ultimate global
competitiveness.

We regard ourselves as a leading manufacturer of split
cotter pins and wire forms.
Thekwini Wire are suppliers of steel, copper, brass,
aluminium and stainless steel wire of various grades to
the cold heading and fastener manufacturing industries.
Our capabilities include:
• Wire for Cold Heading Industry
• Shaped wire for Fashion Industry
• Materials: copper, brass, steel, stainless steel &
luminium
• Plating: zinc, nickle brass, Copper
• Straight wire for various applications

Products manufactured include:
• Cherry picker
• Crane bodies
• Dropside bodies
• Flat deck bodies
• Panel vans
• Roll-back bodie
• Specialised units
• Tippers
• Trailers
• Taut-liners
• Vacuum tankers
• Water tanker
• Personnel Carriers
• Dual Purpose Units
• Mobile Library
• Advertising Units
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One of the key focus sectors for the ELIDZ is the
automotive sector. Since its inception; the ELIDZ has
become home to a number of multinational companies
successfully producing world class quality components
in the zone. These suppliers serve a number of local
OEMs from the location using the latest technology.
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FOXTEC-IKWEZI
STAND NO 145, 146 & 147

Foxtec-Ikhwezi Pty Ltd, a joint venture between OttoFuchs KG of Germany and Ikhwezi Investment Holdings
of East London, was established in 2005 in order to
facilitate the localised manufacture of forged aluminium
suspension components for Mercedes Benz.
Foxtec-Ikhwezi currently supplies components to
Mercedes Benz car assembly plants in South Africa,
Germany and the United States of America.

BAIC GROUP
STAND NO 148 & 152

The Exclusive printing division of Nissan South Africa
has been outsourced to become Aganang Document &
Printing Solutions.
BAIC Group is a Chinese state-owned enterprise and
holding company of several automobile and machine
manufacturers.

Independent of a specific motor manufacturer, the
business brings extensive range of print related services
to a wider customer portfolio and expand its operation
beyond its long tradition in the motor manufacturing
industry, which is characterised by high volumes,
precision, quality, diverse needs and customer service.

ACOUSTEX
STAND NO 151

BUFFALO CITY MUNICIPALITY
STAND NO 153

Acoustex is a Port Elizabeth-based BBBEE Level 2
automotive component manufacturing company,
wholly-owned by Ukuvula Investment Holdings, a
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment investment
company. Acoustex and Acoustex Trim are long-standing
suppliers of the Automotive Component Industry.

Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality is situated on the
east coast of the Eastern Cape Province. The boundaries
of the newly established municipality now include a
large area characterised by very different features.

Otto-Fuchs, the technology partner of Foxtec-Ikhwezi, a
world leader of non-ferrous forged components for the
automotive, aerospace, construction and engineering
industries has operations in Europe, USA and China as
well as South Africa.

NISSAN
STAND NO 150

Nissan South Africa is the operational hub for Regional
Business Unit South, serving Nissan’s key South Africa
market and 45 other countries in Sub Saharan Africa,
including Angola, Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria as well as
the key Southern African markets of Botswana, Namibia,
Lesotho and Swaziland.
In South Africa, the company offers a range of 24
vehicles under the Nissan, Infiniti and Datsun brands,
including the popular locally-produced Nissan light
commercial vehicles - the NP200 half ton pickup and
NP300 one-ton Hardbody - produced at the company’s
Rosslyn plant, north west of Pretoria.
Nissan made history locally in 2013 with the introduction
of Africa’s first electric vehicle, Nissan’s flagship Nissan
LEAF. As well as boasting zero emissions leadership,
Nissan is also a leader in the crossover segment. Among
its product offerings are the all-new Nissan Qashqai and
X-Trail, as well as Juke.

The companies are TS16949 AND ISO14001 accredited
and supply quality Sound Deadeners, Moulded
Insulation and Trim parts, Carpets, Head Rests, Parcel
Trays, Injection-Mounded Tailgate Covers, Back Panel
components and Extruded products OEM and other
customers across South Africa. The company employs
125 team members, drawn from the surrounding
residential areas.

The Datsun brand has re-established Nissan in the
entry-level market where the tailor-made Datsun GO
is breaking new ground in the ‘riser’ market segment.
Infiniti continues to make a mark in the luxury segment.
Nissan is one of the top five automotive companies in
South Africa. For more information visit our website at
www.nissan.co.za
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AGANANG
STAND NO 149
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Two former municipalities, Transitional Local Councils
– that of East London and King William’s Town – have
merged into one. Other areas that were previously not
included in either of them are now part of Buffalo City.
The area has a well-developed manufacturing base, with
the auto industry playing a major role. The climate is
mild, with year-round sunshine.
Average rainfall is 850mm. Main Economic
Sectors: Community services (25%), finance (24%),
manufacturing (24%), trade (12%), transport (12%)
According to STATS SA the population in 2011 is 834 997.

AMAHLATHI ECO TECH
STAND NO 153

IKUSASA GREEN (PTY) LTD
STAND NO 153

MDANTSANE AUTO GLASS
STAND NO 153

AND PARTS
Amahlathi Eco Tech are researchers, designers and
manufacturers of renewable and energy efficiency
products for households and commercial market, 70%
black owned and 55% women.
Over the years since 2012 AET has been able to conduct
research, paying particular attention to how to conserve,
reuse and improve water heating mechanisms that
consider the African climate and socioeconomic
environment.

Ikusasa Green (PTY) Ltd is a 70% black owned rotomoulding company established in 2003 and based in
Dimbaza in the Eastern Cape.
Products and services:
Our product range entails the following products: Romer
Cooler Box & Camp Master Cooler Box. The Romer
Cooler box is one of the high-end products that we
manufacture.

Mdantsane Auto Glass and Parts is an SMME situated
in Fort Jackson, Mdantsane. Mdantsane, the second
biggest township in South Africa, suffered from having
no windscreen fitment centres therefore customers
had to travel to East London to have their windscreen
replaced.
Ashton Padayachee, the founder of the company,
recognized the need for the service and founded
Mdantsane Auto Glass and Parts in 2015.

On testing imported plate heat exchangers, which
revealed the cost implications and non-durability, the
company resorted to designing innovative and inventive
prototypes that would reuse the wasted heat, provide
accessibility and affordable hot water to ordinary South
Africans and further pasteurise the water.

• The unique feature of the cooler box is preserving ice
for five to seven days.
• The Romer cooler box is available in different sizes e.g.
40litre to 65litres and is ideal for
teams who spend long hours in the field.

MDANTSANE WHEEL AND TYRE
STAND NO 153

VOLKSWAGEN SOUTH AFRICA
STAND NO 154

EOH
STAND NO 155

Volkswagen Group South Africa (VWSA) is a wholly
owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Aktiengessellschaft
(VWAG) in Germany. VWSA is located in Uitenhage, an
industrial town 35 km from Port Elizabeth within the
Nelson Mandela Bay Metropol and has become a major
contributor to foreign direct investment, technology
transfer and skills development.

EOH provides the technology, knowledge, skills and
organisational ability critical to Africa’s development and
growth. Listed on the JSE in 1998, EOH is active in over
134 locations in South Africa, 32 countries in Africa, and
internationally.

MDANTSANE
Wheel & Tyre Centre

Mdantsane Wheel and Tyre Centre is tyre fitment
business that is situated in Fort Jackson, Mdantsane in
the Buffalo City Metro Municipality. The owner has many
years of tyre design, development, manufacturing, sales
and tyre fitment experience.
We exist to help the motorist in Mdantsane and
surrounding arrears by providing them with professional
and high quality auto tyre solutions. Our goal is to help
every motorist improve the life span and safety of their
car tyres.
Mdantsane Wheel and Tyre Centre’s mission is to help
stimulate the economy of Mdantsane.

Established in 1946, the plant was initially called SAMAD
(South African Motor Assemblers and Distributors) for
the local assembly of Studebaker cars and commercial
vehicles. The first Beetle rolled off the line in Uitenhage
in 1951 and heralded the beginning of the largest
German investment in Southern Africa.
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As a Large Enterprise Level 2 Contributor, EOH is
committed to driving economic and social change
through the process of B-BBEE and plays a leading role in
sustainable transformation through programmes like the
EOH Youth Job Creation Initiative.
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ABOUT THE
HOST CITY
eThekwini is the largest City in the province of KwaZulu-Natal
and the third largest city in the country. It is a sophisticated
cosmopolitan city of over 3 442 398 people (as per 2011 Census).
It is known as the home of Africa’s best-managed, busiest port
and is also a major centre of tourism because of the city’s warm
subtropical climate and extensive beaches. 
Durban is a natural paradise known for its gorgeous coastline of sun-kissed beaches and subtropical climate,
situated on the eastern seaboard of Africa. The City is built around one of the busiest ports in Africa and our
people are our pride. The city focuses on providing visitors with a unique set of experiences that go beyond the
beach and into the realm of Durban’s diverse culture, urban lifestyle and scenic diversity.
The City of Durban is an elegant, mature and ambitious city. It is a trendsetter in offering great lifestyle, speckled
with adventure activities, blessed with natural beauty and is an astonishingly liveable city. Whether you here as a
business delegate or a leisure traveler there is a warm African flavor that will capture your heart forever.
Hospitality industry consists of many fine hotels, nightspots, shopping malls, ethnic attractions, traditional
villages, craft markets, sparkling dams and big-game parks, such as, Mitchell Park where 100 year old Admiral
tortoise is kept.
By 2030 eThekwini Municipality will enjoy the reputation of being Africa’s most caring and liveable City, where all
citizens live in harmony.
Source: www.durban.gov.za

Image credit: www.thevaluator.co.za
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CONTACTS
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